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ABSTRACT

The solid solution region and reaction kinetics of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy (2212)

superconductor were examined as a function of temperature and oxygen partial pressure.

Compositional measurements of the 2212 solid solution region in the TEM were necessary to

separate intergrowth and solid solubility effects. Based on these measurements, naost of the

solid _lubility was determined to exist between Sr and Ca with a smaller amount between Bi

and (Sr+Ca). The Bi content of the superconducting phase was never observed to drop below

the stoichiometric 28.5 molar percent. In addition, the Cu concentration within the 2212

superconducting phase was found to be nearly constant and was always measured to be close

to the stoichiometric 28.5 molar percent. Two substitution schemes were suggested by these

results. The first is just the interchange between Sr and Ca. The second is slightly more

involved. It appears that Bi can substitute for Sr and/or Ca. However, it appears to be

unfavorable for the reverse substitution to occur. Only small changes in the extent of the

solid solution were noticed with increasing temperatures in pure oxygen. On the other hand,

a significant portion of the Ca-rich end of the solid solution was found to be unstable at low

oxygen partial pressures at 800"C. The 2212 phase was found with 12 other phases in this

work, most of which were also solid solutions. Hence variations in the overall cation

stoichiometry and oxygen partial pressure were accommodated by changes in (1) the amount,

types, and composition of the secondary phases, (2) the number of intergrowths within the

2212 phase (apparent composition), and/or (3) the solid solution composition of the 2212

phase (actual composition).

Crystallization studies from the glassy and molten states were undertaken to determine

the phase transformation and kinetics associated with the formation of 2212 and other

competing phases. Crystallization of nominal 2212 glasses was found to proceed in two

steps with the formation of Bi2Sr2.xCaxCuOy (2201) and Cu20 followed by Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy,

CaO, and SrO. The 2212 phase converts from the 2201 phase with increasing temperatures.

However, its formation below 800°C was kinetically limited. At 800°C and above, a nearly

full conversion to the 2212 phase was achieved after only one minute although considerably

longer anneal times were necessary for the system to reach equilibrium. In low oxygen

partial pressures, the solidus is reduced to approximately 750°C. Solidification studies

revealed an eutectic structure separating the incongruently melting 2212 / 2201 phases at

high oxygen partial pressures from the congruently melting Bi2Sr3.×CaxOy (23x) and
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Bi2Sr2-xCaxOy (22x) phases present at low oxygen partial pressures. During solidification in

various oxygen partial pressures, the separation of CaO in the melt and the initial

crystallization of alkaline-earth cuprates leaves behind a Bi-rich liquid from which it is

impossible to form single-phase 2212. Hence, significant amounts of 2201 were also present

in these samples. These problems could be reduced by melt processing in inert atmospheres.

The significant reduction in the liquidus in low oxygen partial pressures was used to

directionally solidify a pure melt at a constant temperature using an oxygen gradient. Bulk

2212 material produced in this manner was found to posses high transition temperatures, high

intergranular critical current densities below 20K, and modest critical current, densities at

77K.



1. INTRODUCTION

A great deal of excitement was generated with the discovery of a new class of high-

temperature superconductors (HTS) having transition temperatures (Tc) in the range of

100K[ 1]. Several examples of these new superconductors are Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy (Tc=90K),

YBa2Cu307 (Tc = 92K), and Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3Oy (Tc _ 125K). One general application area

for these new materials that has received a large amount of attention is the development of

practical conductors for use as transmission lines or current leads. Commercial conductor

applications have been limited, however, due to difficulties in fabricating these materials into

practical conductor form. Two significant problems that have been encountered during

processing are the presence of "weak-link" high-angle grain boundaries (HAGB) [2] and

impurity phases, both of which limit intergranular critical current densities. These problems

are dependent on both the techniques or processes used to texture the material to eliminate

HAGB and the materials properties which determine the stable or metastable phases. The

purpose of this work was to investigate the materials properties of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy

superconductor in order to gain a deeper understanding of the phase equilibria, reaction

kinetics, and high-temperature phase transformations associated with this material.

The detrimental effect of HAGB has been demonstrated in several of the high-

temperature superconductors[2,3,4]. For example, HAGB were shown to reduce critical

current densities in the YBa2Cu307.y superconductor[5,6,7]. However, various attempts to

fabricate textured YBa2Cu3OT.y into practical lengths for conductor applications have been

only partially successful. Presently, the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O (BSCCO) superconductors,

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy (2212) Tc=90K and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oy (2223) Tc=110K, have been the only

HTS fabricated into wires and tapes in which the weak-link problems have been successfully
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suppressed[8,9]. The use of Ag substrates and/or melt-processing in the partially molten

state for producing highly-textured BSCCO conductors have been well documented[8,9].

Further development of the BSCCO superconductors has been limited due to difficulties

in obtaining textured material that is single-phase. Secondary phases are often found within

the material after the processing. These secondary phases create barriers to the supercurrents

flowing in conductors made from the BSCCO superconductors. In the case of long, thin

wires, the presence of one single secondary phase anywhere along the length of the wire may

be enough to completely block the current flow rendering the conductor useless. The reasons

why these secondary phases are sometimes found after processing are not fully understood.

Obviously, it would be beneficial to have an understanding of the materials properties of the

BSCCO superconductor in order to help determine the causes for secondary phase formation

during processing. However, the complexity of the five-component system has made

progress in these areas slow and tedious. It was within this framework that the present

studies were undertaken. This work was limited to the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy superconductor in

order to succeed at gaining a good, in-depth understanding of the phase relations, solid

solution region, and phase transformations associated with this material. While the results

presented here are by no means comprehensive, they do represent a significant contribution

on the materials properties of ihe Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy superconductor.



2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Structure of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy

Superconductivity in the Bi-Sr-Cu-O system was discovered by Michel et al in

1987[10]. The low temperature superconductor, Bi2Sr2CuOy, has a transition temperature

(Tc) between 7K and 22K. Two additional high-temperature superconductors (HTS),

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3Oy, with T¢'s of approximately 85K and l l0K

respectively were found by Maeda et al with the addition of Ca to the system[11]. The

series of superconducting phases in the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system are generally described by the

general formula Bi2Sr2Cal-nCunO4+2_ where n = 1,2, or 3. These phases are often referred

to by their cation stoichiometries as 2201, 2212, and 2223. Single and multiple intergrowths

of phases with stacking sequences of n = 4, 5, 6, or even 7 can sometimes be observed in

these materials[12]. However, they have not been successfully produced as single-phase

material.

The 2212 superconductor can be described in terms of a cell containing perovskite-like

blocks in the cell center bounded on each end by rock-salt type structures[13,14,15]. The

perovskite nature of the crystal structure is a common feature of the HTS. Figure 2.1 shows

the ideal ABO3 perovskite unit cell in which cation A occupies the comers of the cubic cell

and is coordinated with twelve oxygen atoms while the B cation occupies the center position

and is coordinated with 6 oxygen atoms[ 16]. In order to understand the full structure of the

2212 phase, it is instructive to consider the perovskite-like middle blocks and the rock-salt

end blocks separately. Shown in Figure 2.2 is the middle portion of the cell consisting of two

layers of perovskite-like blocks. The Ca and Sr atoms occupy the A sites in the ideal

perovskite structure while the Cu atoms occupy the B sites. One significant deviation from

the perovskite structure is a missing oxygen atom in the Ca plane. This places the Cu atoms
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 Acation BcationO Oxygen
Figure 2.1 Ideal perovskite structure showing the relationship between

the oxygen atoms and the cations.

in a square pyramidal coordination with the oxygen atoms. Figure 2.3 shows an idealized

formulation of the rock-salt end sections. The Bi atoms occupy half of the "Na" sites and are

octahedrally coordinated with six oxygen atoms. However, deviations from the ideal

structure were found by several groups which give rise to the incommensurate modulation

structure found in this material[ 17,18]. The Bi octahedra are distorted and the Bi-O distances

vary substantially.

The unit cell was determined to be orthorhombic (space group Fmmm) with lattice

parameters of 5.414/_ x 5.418/_ x 30.89/_[17,19]. Half of the unit cell of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy

superconductor is shown in Figure 2.4. The Bi double layers are displaced from one another

by one-half of the Bi-Bi spacing in the [010]. direction leading to a doubling of the unit cell



_ -Ca _ -Sr -Cu Q) -O

Figure 2.2 Middle section of the 2212 unit cell showing the insertion
into the perovskite structure of a Ca metal layer which does
not incorporate oxygen. Hence, the Cu atoms are
coordinated to the oxygen atoms in square pyramidal sites.



0-0
Figure 2.3 Idealized top or bottom section of the 2212 unit cell based on

the NaCI structure. ,,The Bi atoms occupy half of the "Na" sites
while Sr occupies the other half. Since mis unit is linked with
the other unit above and below the Sr-O layers, the Sr atoms
are coordinated with only five oxygen instead of six.
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' along the [010]. direction increases the unit cell by 4.76 x 5.418]k[17]. The morphology of

_ the 2212 phase is very similar to that of mica due to the Bi-O double layers. This material

cleaves very easily along the basal plane.

2.2. Phase Equilibria

_,2,1 The phase rvl¢

The basis for studies of phase equilibria lies in the Phase Rule as proposed by Willard

Gibbs[20,21]. This rule may be expressed as follows:

F=C- P+2 (2.1)

where P is the number of phases present, C is the number of components of the system, and F

is the number of degi'ees of freedom. Phases are considered as distinct, homogenous parts of

the system that in principle can be mechanically separated from one another. The

components of a system are usually considered as the smallest set of independent constituents

that can adequately account for all phases present. Finally, the number of degrees of freedom

is the number of conditions, i.e. temperature, pressure, etc., that can be varied without

changing the state of the system. Since the pressure in commonly fixed during phase diagram

studies, one less degree of freedom is present and the Phase Rule reduces to:

F = C- P + 1 (2.2)

Applied to the present system under study, a suitable choice of components would be

1/2Bi203, SrO, CaO, and CuO. If only one phase were present, the system would have four

degrees of freedom and four variables could be changed, i.e. temperature and the amounts of

three of the components present, without changing the state of the system. Note that fixing
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the composition of three of the components is sufficient to define the alloy composition of a

four component system. If three phases were present, two degrees of freedom would be

present. Hence two of the five variables, temperature and the four components, could be

changed without changing the state of the system. If five phases are present, there are no

degrees of freedom present for the system and any change in the components or temperature

would change the state of the system.

2,2,2 Previous work on Bi2$r2CaCu2Q _

It is important to understand the phase relationships between the 2212 phase and

i_ secondary phases that form equilibria with it. Likewise, a complete determination the solid-
i

solution region for the 2212 phase is important. This information is needed for

advancements in the development of these materials into practical conductors and devices. A

complete understanding of the phase diagram for the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system is not yet

available due to the large number of compositional and processing variables. Therefore,

studies of the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system are generally simplified by fixing the partial pressure of

oxygen (typically air or pure oxygen), choosing one or more temperatures that are of •

immediate interest, and limiting the study to specific compositional ranges or cross-sections.

The system is generally represented at one temperature and oxygen partial pressure as a

tetrahedron with Bi203, SrO, CaO, and CuO marking the four corners. The 2212 phase is

commonly found as part of the equilibrium phase assemblage for a large volume of starting

compositions within this tetrahedron. Binary and ternary systems of these oxides make up

the edges and faces respectively of this tetrahedron. Most of the binaries and ternaries have

been investigated and summarized in several recent works[22,23,24,25,26,27].

The 2212 and 2223 phases are the only compounds found so far that exist only as

quaternary phases in this system[25,28,29]. The 2223 compound is difficult to produce as

single-phase material without anneals close to the melting point, additions of Pb, and/or heat
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treatments under reduced oxygen partial pressures[30,31]. This problem is illustrated by tile

absence of 2223 in studies carded out at temperatures below 850°C[29]. At 850°C, 2223 was

observed in only one cross section through the tetrahedron with a fixed Sr:Ca ratio of

1:1132]. In contrast, 2212 forms easily above 800"C for a large number of compositions.

The 2201 phase has been reported to extend into the tetrahedron from the 1/2Bi203-SrO-CuO

ternary with the addition of Ca[32,33]. The 2201 phase has an orthorhombic structure and is

generally reported to have an excess in Bi and deficiency in Sr[18]. This phase should be

differentiated from a non-superconducting, monoclinic phase that actually has the ideal 2201

stoichiometry[34].

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy can be found in the phase assemblages for a large volume of starting

compositions within the tetrahedron[27,28,29,32]. Hence, it is important to determine the

exact solid solution region. A substantial amount of solid solubility is present in all three

superconducting phases[27,33,35,36,37,38]. Therefore, reference to these phases as 2201,

2212, or 2223 is for identification only and does not imply specific compositions. In the case

of the 2212 phase, it is generally agreed upon that the interchange between Sr and Ca

accounts for most of the solid solubility exhibited by this phase. In addition, Bi

concentrations in excess of the ideal stoichiometric ratio are generally found in 2212.

However, there is no consensus on the exact ranges and amount of participation of each

cation in the solid solution.

Pinpointing the solid solution range is difficult for several reasons. Small amounts of

, secondary phases are easily masked in powder x-ray scans hampering determination of

phase-pure material by x-ray diffraction. As starting compositions are varied, changes occur

in both the composition of 2212 and several of the secondary phases which are also solid

solutions. Direct measurement of the composition of the 2212 phase by energy dispersive

spectroscopy (EDS) can be affected by the presence of grain boundary phases. This problem

can be particularly troublesome due to the micaous nature of the 2212 phase. Finally, each of
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_}| the superconducting phases in this system is commonly found with single or multiple

!_1 intergrowths of the other superconducting phases. A compositional analysis of a 2212 grain

containing significant numbers of intergrowths of 2223 and/or 2201 will represent an averageof two or three phases rather than a measure of a single phase. Only when these factors are

considered in any compositional analysis of the 2212 phase will an exact determination of the

solid solution region be possible.

2.3. Formation Process of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy

Knowledge of the phase equilibria and solid sol,,ition region of the 2212 superconductor

is important for producing single phase material. This information in and of itself, however,

is insufficient for the development of the 2212 superconductor into practical conductors and

thin film devices. An understanding of the formation route, kinetics, and competing phase

formation is also a necessity. Ideally, one wants to fabricate single-phase material having

good superconducting properties. In reality, the enhancement of one of these properties

generally occurs at the expense of the other.

Heat treatments in the partially-molten state are commonly employed during processing

of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy (2212) superconductor in order to fabricate highly textured wires,

tapes, and thick films capable of handling high critical current densities (Jc)[39,40]. In this

manner, the problems associated with HAGB appear to have been reduced. Short lengths of

wires or tapes processed in the partially-molten state have been reported to have Jc's in excess

of lxl04A/cm 2 at 4.2 K in magnetic fields greater than 20 T[41,42,43]. However, it has been

difficult to scale up a process to produce long length wires or tapes having comparable

properties. The reason for this can be traced directly to the fact that the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy

superconductor, like so many of the HTS, melts incongruently.

H
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_Processing in the partial!ymolten state

Due to the peritectic nature of the melting process of 2212, it is difficult to control the

microstructure and phase assemblage after heat treating samples in the partially-molten

state[44,45,46]. Some of the alkaline-earth cuprates that form during melt-processing of

: nominal 2212 samples do not disappear upon annealing below the peritectic even though they

are not part of the reported equilibrium phase assemblage for the 2212 composition[46].

However, it may be possible to circumvent some of the reported problems with a suitable

choice for the oxygen partial pressure during melt processing. For example, it was reportedi
that essentially single-phase 2212 material could be produced from oxygen-deficient melt-

cast samples provided the sample is not oxidized too quickly during the subsequent

anneal[47].

Very little information is available in the literature on the effects of oxygen partial

pressure on crystallization or solidification processes although such information is clearly

needed. Oxygen deficiencies which exist in the melt can be retained in melt-cast or glassy

material[47,48]. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) has shown a significant lowering of the

solidus as a function of oxygen partial pressure from roughly 850°C in 02 to 750°C in

nitrogen[31]. Anneals in N2 result in a eutectic structure consisting of Bi2Sr3-xCaxO6 and

Cu20[49]. These phases were found to be'unstable when annealed in air, and, when present

in melt-cast samples, helped promote the recovery of single-phase material during post-

annealing. These studies all suggest that oxygen plays a key role in determining phase

formation during solidification from the molten state. An understanding of how it affects

phase formation is crucial for developing methods for controlling phase formation during

melt-processing.
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_2,3,2 Crystallization from the melt

Previous studies have shown that Srl.xCaxCuO2 and a Bi-rich liquid result from the

incongruent melting of 2212 around 870°C in air[50,51,52,53]. With further heating,

Srl.xCaxCulO2 transforms into Sr2-xCaxCulO3 and finally (Sr,Ca)O[53]. Excesses of Bi or

the presence of Ag were also found to lower the melting point by as much as 30°C. In

contrast, less is understood about the sequence of crystallization events that occurs during
¥

solidification from the molten state. One study reported that the 2212 phase crystallizes from

the melt around 850°C and coexists with a liquid phase[51]. With further cooling, the liquid

phase crystallizes at 730°C as the low-temperature superconductor Bi2Sr2-xCaxCuOy (2201). <

Another study reported that the 2212 phase that forms upon cooling around 870°C is unstable

below 800°C and transforms into 2201152]. There is also considerable debate as to whether

the 2212 phase crystallizes directly from the melt[44,50,51,52], or via an intermediate state

involving the 2201 phase[39,40,45].

Difficulties in determining the sequence of crystallization events that occurs on cooling
i

from the melt could stem, in part, from the experimental techniques used to examine these

i processes. While each of the methods may have specific advantages, they also have

limitations on what can be learned from them. For example, high-temperature x-ray or

neutron diffraction are appealing techniques to use in that they provide a direct look at the

high-temperature phases. However, data acquisition times can be long and any transient

phases that may have been present before the formation of the 2212 phase may be missed.

The presence of the liquid phases at these high temperatures greatly accelerates the kinetics

of phase formation. Other types of studies must rely on an interpretation of the

microstructure that results from either quenching or solidification. Quenching studies must

be done very carefully as different quenching techniques applied to the same material can

lead to quite different results[50]. Determining the formation process from solidification

studies has its drawbacks because of the many variables that can be changed during
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solidification which will affect the resulting microstructures. Hence, a number of s;tmples

need to be examined in order to get a full picture of the process under investigation. Only

when these limitations are addressed in a consistent manner will an accurate determination be

made of the phase transformations that occur during crystallization from the melt.

_..3.3 Crystalliz_ttion from the glassy state

It was found early on that a significant volume of compositions in the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O

system could be produced as glassy material by rapid solidification[54]. This processing

route attracted a great deal of attention because it offered the possibility of producing

extremely dense superconducting shapes using conventional glass forming and shaping

techniques. From a scientific point of view, investigations of the crystallization process

offered an alternative route, compared to the high-temperature studies discussed above, for

examining the formation of the 2212 phase from a completely homogenous amorphous

precursor.

In principle, a fully dense sample that is homogeneous on the atomic level can be

obtained by glass formation. Various methods for producing the glassy state in the Bi-Sr-Ca-

Cu-O system have been employed. Methods with high quench rates (105-107K/s) have

included splat-quenching[54], and twin-roller quenching[55]. These and other comparable

methods generally produce completely or nearly amorphous material with thicknesses

ranging from several hundred to a few tens of microns. Methods with slower quench rates (<

103K/s) such as pressing between metal plates can be used to produce glassy material, but

often with significant amounts of one or more crystalline phases[ 56]. Conversion of these

materials to a superconducting phase requires an understanding of the crystallization process

in order to maximize the superconducting properties while controlling the microstructure and

phase assemblage.
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iiili_I_ Several groups have investigated various aspects of crystallization of the 2212 phase

_ from the amorphous state[54,55,57,58,59,60,61]. Typically, the glassy state was identified by

a diffuse halo in x-ray diffraction. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) was used to identify

a glass transition and one or more crystallization exotherms. Although the properties of the

glass are dependent upon the quenching rate, several general characteristics of the

crystallization process from DTA are evident; 1) a glass transition is generally noted around

400°C, 2) one or more crystallization exotherms have been observed starting around 450°C,

3) a small endotherm is sometimes observed around 700°C while the main melting events

occur between 850°C and 900°C. Most of these studies found the low Tc phase

Bi2(SrCa)2CulOy to crystallize first. One work suggested the first crystallization product to

be (Sr, Ca)3CusOy[61]. The 2212 phase was then reported to form at some point from the

initial crystallization products with continued heating to higher temperatures. However,

differences exist between these studies as to when the 2212 phase actually starts to form.

It is perplexing that differing interpretations of the crystallization process are found in

the above studies given the fact that similarities in the DTA data suggests one general

crystallization process. These discrepancies may be due to the fact that short anneals of 10

minutes or less in which oxygen uptake is limited were not used to investigate the

crystallization process. As a consequence, information regarding intermediate phase

formation may have been missed. Oxygen deficiencies in these quenched glasses [55]. can

be expected to affect phase formation from the glassy state much in the same way as it affects

the crystallization process from the melt. From this perspective, it is clear that a
t

determination of the crystallization sequence from the glassy state would serve as an aid in

determining the crystallization events that occur during solidification from the melt.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

3.1. Material Preparation

The choice of a processing route for material preparation was dependent upon the type of

_trnple needed in a particular study and the complex phase equilibria both above and below

the peritectic involving 2212. The effects of phase equilibria on processing will be discussed

in later chapters. The basic methods used in this work for the preparation of samples are

presented here.

3.1,1 Staring material_

The starting powders used in all experiments were Bi203, SrCO3, CaCO3, and CuO.

These were obtained commercially and were of a specified purity of 99.99% or better.

Powders were mixed in the appropriate molar ratios and ground in an alumina mortar and

pestle until the resulting mixture was visually homogenous. The loose powders were placed

in a metallurgical grade alumina crucible and calcined in a box furnace in two steps at 780°C

and 800"C for at least 12 hours with thorough grindings after each step. This powder was

then used as the starting material in each of the processing routes described below.

3.1,2 Solid state processing

Samples initially processed by solid state reactions were never taken above 820°C in

order to avoid the formation of CaO or alkaline-earth cuprates that occurs above the melting

point of 2212153]. Calcined powders were pressed in a 13mm diameter steel die under a

force of 22,000 Newtons. The pressed pellets were then annealed for a period of 25 to 100

hours; longer anneal times were employed for lower anneal temperatures. Samples were

removed from the furnace, reground, and repressed in the 13mm die under 44,500 Newtons
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i of force. Pellets were then annealed between 25 and 100 hours with two additional

_, repetitions of this step. Solid state processing was generally limited to samples with high Ca

contents (x > 1.2 Bi2Sr3.xCaxCu2Oy ) for which it was difficult to splat-quench completely

amorphous material.

3.1.3 Gla_s processing

Amorphous samples were prepared by a splat-quench technique[54]. Calcined powders

were placed in metallurgical grade alumina or platinum crucibles and held for 45 minutes at

temperatures between 1050°C and 1100°C. The molten oxide was then poured onto a

stainless steel plate heated to 200"C and immediately quenched from above with a large Cu

anvil. A heated plate was used in this process since it improved the integrity of the glassy

material. The thickness of the glass pieces averaged 350gm with lateral dimensions

extending up to a few centimeters. Processing with a cold plate resulted in shards with lateral

dimensions generally less than one cm: The splat-quench method was a useful process for

producing highly calcined, homogeneous material for compositions near the ideal 2212

stoichiometry. Additional information about this process can be found in Chapter 6.

3.1.4 Melt processing

The melt-processing steps used in the solidification study discussed in Chapter 7

generally followed the same heating and cooling rates used in differential thermal analysis

(DTA) experiments. The goal of this particular study was to determine the sequence of phase

transformations and reaction kinetics as a function of temperature, composition, and oxygen

partial pressure. Single-crystal MgO substrates were used in these experiments since very

little reaction with the molten BSCCO material was ever found and the MgO could withstand

the processing temperatures of up to 1000°C used in these experiments. Melt-processing of

large 2212 superconducting bars was performed as a test of the information gained in the
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basic studies of crystallization and solidification. In this case, Ag or alumina boats were used

to hold the molten oxide. Initial powders to be used during melt-processing were prepared as

glassy material using the splat-quench technique described above. These powders were then

placed in the Ag or A1203 boats and melted in Ar at 900°C. The temperature was then

lowered to 850°C and allowed to stabilize. At this point, the gas flow in the furnace was

switched to oxygen resulting in the directional solidification of the 2212 phase from the

oxygen-deficient melt. Specific details of this process can be found in Chapter 8.

3,1.5 Furnace setup

The bulk of the processing work was carried out in a sealed quartz-tube furnace

connected to a set of mass flow controllers and a small mechanical roughing pump. The

pump was used for evacuating the furnace chamber and backfilling with Ar. One end of the

quartz tube was sealed while the other contained the sample holder / flange assembly which

was attached to the quartz tube with epoxy. The sample holder was fashioned from Inconel

600 tube and flat stock. The gas flow within the tube originated at the sample with the outlet

located on the flange. The gas flow consisted of oxygen, argon, or a mixture of the two. For

the mixtures, the 02 content was set between 0.1% and 100% by volume using mass flow

controllers. The balance of the gas flow was Ar and total pressure was always kept at one

atmosphere. Temperatures within the furnace were monitored with type K thermocouples

encased. Thermocouples used within the quartz tube were sealed in inconel sheaths for

protection from the oxidizing atmospheres used during heat treatments. The furnace had a

four inch hot zone in which the temperature was measured to be within +2°C of the setpoint.



!;_ 3.2. Material Analysis
3.__2,1X-ray diffraction (XRD)

Major phases were identified by x-ray diffraction using Philips or Rigaku powder

diffractometers, both equipped with a Cu target and operated at 40 kV. Samples were

prepared as fine powders that were either placed in a hollowed-out quartz glass slide (Philips)

I or sprinkled on silicone vacuum grease spread in a thin film on a quartz glass slide (Rigaku
or Philips). Scans were typically performed using a step size of 0.05" 20 with a counting

_! time of 3 seconds. In the case of lattice parameter meas_,rements, step sizes of 0.02 ° 20 and

counting times of 10 seconds were used. The lattice parameters of the 2212 phase were

refined by a least squares method from powder scans using Si as an internal standard. Peak

positions were identified by fitting five to seven data points around each peak to a

parabola[62]. Indexing of the 2212 phase followed an orthorhombic structure (space group

Fmmm)[17]. Reflections used in the calculations were (008), (113), (115), (0010), (117),

(020), (200)/(202), (201__0.),(111_5.),(135), (137), (139), and (400)/(040).

3.2.2 Thermal analysis

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) Temperatures of thermal events for amorphous or

annealed samples were determined by DTA using a Perkin Elmer 1700 system. Samples

used in the DTA consisted of approximately 40 mg of freshly ground powder. Heating rates

were set at either 2°C/min or 10°C/rain. All cooling rates were set at 10°C/min. The slower

heating rate was used for an accurate determination of the melting events of the 2212 phase

as a function of oxygen partial pressure. All experiments were performed under a gas flow of

50 cm3/min. Gas flows consisted of 02, Ar, or a mixture of the two with the volume ratios

set with mass flow controllers. DTA temperatures were checked against reference materials
.

SrCO3 and SiO2 and found to be within + 3°C of accepted values. Both the extrapolated
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onset and peak temperatures are reported. Baseline changes are given in terms of onset and

midpoint values.

_i_ Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) Oxygen uptake of the glassy material was

if? measured by a Perkin-Elmer TGA 7 system. Glass pieces of a nominal Bi2Sr2Cal,2Cu2Oy

stoichionletry were used. The total mass of these pieces was approximately 80mg. The

heating rate was 2°C/min in 02 and the final temperature was 850°C.

3.2,3 Analytical electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Microstructural and compositional analysis

were performed using a JEOL JXA-840A SEM equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray

spectrometer (EDS) for chemical analysis. The microscope was operated at 15kV in order to

minimize the excitation volume, yet provide enough over voltage in order to excite the Cu kot

x-ray line for chemical analysis. Microstructures were examined in both the seco;ldary and

backscattered electron imaging modes. Samples were prepared for SEM analysis using

standard metallographic techniques. Samples were mounted for polishing via thermo-setting

plastic resins or cold-mount epoxies that cure at room temperature. Rough polishing of the

samples was performed with SiC paper starting with 120 grit paper and ending with 600 grit

paper. Fine polishing was performed with 91xm and 31.tmdiamond pastes and slurries. No

water was used during polishing as several of the secondary phases found with 2212 react

with H20. Final polishing was done with ll.tm and 0.11.tm diamond pastes and oil-based

slurries.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) Transmission electron microscopy was

employed to obtain additional microstructural information, determine individual grain

compositions, and identify phases by electron diffraction and chemical analysis. This work

was performed using a Philips CM-30 TEM equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray

spectrometer (EDS). During analytical work, the microscope was operated at 100kV in order
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' to minimize beam damage to the thin foils. Diffraction data was obtained by selected area

diffraction (SAD) and convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED). Sample preparation

consisted of standard dimpling and ion-milling techniques. During ion-milling, the voltage

was limited to 4kV to minimize ion damage to the samples.

Ouantitative analysis with stand_rd_ Quantitative chemical analysis of the

superconducting and secondary phases was performed by EDS analysis using both the SEM

and TEM. The standard consisted of a splat-quenched glass whose composition was

determined to be Bi2.24Srl.89Cal.IMCu2.020y by an inductively coupled plasma technique

(ICP). The accuracy of the ICP measurement is reported to be within +3% of the amount of

each cation present. This error was found to be the principal factor which limits the accuracy

of the analysis[63]. Quantitative corrections were made in the SEM and TEM by the ZAF

and elemental ratio methods, respectively[64,65]. In either case, quantitative analysis was

used to determine only the cation content of each phase. The measurement of the oxygen

content could not, unfortunately, be easily measured by these techniques. This is an

important point to consider since this work will show that changing the oxygen partial

pressure during heat treatments does affect phase formation. In this work, changes that

occurred in the samples as a fanction of oxygen partial pressure were documented by

identifying changes in the phase assemblage, cation compositions, and microstructure.

Comparison 9f XRD, SEM, and TEM The use of each of these techniques in this work

depended greatly upon the needs of the particular study. X-ray diffraction was used for the

identification of primary phases and lattice parameter measurements. It was found to be

inadequate in some cases for the detection of phases present in small amounts. Diffraction

peaks from the primary phase(s) often overlapped the expected positions of the strongest

lines for the minor phases. SEM analysis was found to be particularly important for checking

on sample homogeneity and determining the composition of any minor phases that may be

present in addition to the primary phases. Positive identification of the secondary phases was
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obtained in the TEM by diffraction and chemical analysis. Compositional analysis of the

2212 superconducting phase was typically performed in the TEM where the effects of

_ intergrowths and grain boundary phases on the measured composition could be accurately

determined and eliminated. Obviously, the intergrowths within the superconducting phases

_ cannot be seen in the SEM. In addition, the plate-like morphology of the 2212

superconducting phase made it difficult to exclude grain boundary phases from influencing

iii the compositional measurements. Hence, most of the studies in this work consisted of a

• complimentary examination by XRD, SEM and TEM in which XRD was used to identify the

primary phases, SEM was used to ascertain sample homogeneity, examine overall

microstructures, and analyze compositions of secondary phases, and TEM was used for

accurate compositional measurements of the superconducting phases, structural identif tion

of the secondary phases, and examination of the fine microstructures.

3.2.4 Superconducting properties

Superconducting properties were monitored by standard four-probe resistivity and

magnetization measurements. Resistivity measurements were performed in a closed-cycle

refrigerator with contacts made to the samples with silver paint. Additional measurements of

the transition temperature were performed in a non-commercial rf-SQUID

magnetometer[66]. Samples were zero-field cooled to either 40K or 4.2K at which point a

0.5 or 1.00e field was applied and flux-exclusion measured on warming. Critical current

densities were calculated from hysteresis loops via Bean's critical state model[67]:

Jc = (3/2"(103/41-I)*AM)/Ro (3.1)

where AM is in gauss, Ro is in meters, and Jc is in A/cm 2. Hysteresis measurements were

performed in a Quantum Design Magnetometer containing a 5T superconducting magnet.

Samples for these measurement consisted of 3mm discs cut from bulk samples.
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4. INTRODUCTION TO THE RESULTS

4.1. Phase Relations

Attempts to form single phase material from the multi-component Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O

system would be greatly facilitated with information dealing with the phase equilibria and

solid solution region of the primary phase of interest. In Chapter 5, a detailed study of the

solid solution region of the 2212 superconductor is presented. The problems associated with

intergrowths and grain boundary phases during compositional measurements have been

eliminated by performing the chemical analysis in the TEM. Hence, the sum of these

compositional measurements represents the most precise and accurate determination of the

solid solution region of the 2212 superconductor to date. In addition, results are presented on

the types of secondary phases that can be found with 2212 as a function of composition,

temperature, and oxygen partial pressure. Liquid phases that are present during sintering

were also identified as a function of composition and temperature. Results show that it is

possible to produce single-phase material from compositions lying within the solid solution

region.

4.2. Phase Transformations

Determination of phase formation and transformations is an important part of ultimately

understanding the kinetics associated with, and the stability of, the primary phase under

study. Any process by which the material of interest is produced is best served by a thorough

understanding of the formation path from starting material to final product. Whether the

material to be produced is for commercial purposes or for scientific study, the resulting

properties should be intrinsic to the material itself and not artifacts of the process by which it

was produced. This is especially true of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy superconductor. The wide
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range of melting points of each of the simple oxides in themselves (Bi203-825"C, SrO-

2430°C, CAO-2614*C, and CUO-1326°C)[68]. provide insight into the complexity of forming

one single phase from four different materials with vastly different physical properties. In

Chapter 6, the crystallization sequence of the 2212 phase from an amorphous precursor is

determined. In this case, the material from which the superconducting phase will be formed

consists of all four elements thoroughly mixed on the atomic scale in the form of a glass. In

Chapter 7, the formation of the 2212 phase is examined during controlled solidification of the

oxide melts. This information is of considerable use in the processing of the 2212phase and

other similar oxide phases. Chapter 8 is one such application of the these studies in which

large 2212 superconducting bars are melt-processed in such a way as to minimize secondary

phase formation and enhance the superconducting properties. By controlling the addition of

oxygen to the sample, 2212 can be directionally solidified from the melt without the use of a

temperature gradient that is normally associated with directional growth from a pure melt.

The basic studies presented in Chapters 5-7 are by no means comprehensive: However,

they do provide good insight into the formation mechanism and phase stability of the 2212

superconductor and highlight competing phase developments. The results of Chapter 8

demonstrate the usefulness of the information gained in the basic studies in developing the

2212 superconductor for practical conductor applications.
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5. SOLID SOLUTION REGION OF THE 2212 SUPERCONDUCTOR

The complexity of a four component system precludes a complete determination of the

phase diagram in the foreseeable future. However, the need for equilibria data on the 2212

phase has been a driving force for at least a partial determination of the phase equilibria and

solid solution region of the 2212 superconductor. In this chapter, the phases that form

equilibria with 2212 were identified and the actual solid solution region of the 2212 phase

was determined. The results presented here are the summation of two separate studies. The

initial study covered most of the 2212 solid solution and shed some light on the causes for the

discrepancies in the literature regarding the solid solution region. However, it was

determined that additional work was needed to further define the Ca-rich end of the 2212

solid solution region. Hence, a second complimentary study was undertaken to address this

deficiency and further extend this work to other temperatures and oxygen partial pressures.

The solid solution region of 2212 and the secondary phases that form equilibria with it

were determined at temperatures of 800°C, 865°C, and 885°C in 100% 02 and in oxygen

partial pressures of 1.0% and 0.1% O2 (balance Ar) at 800°C. Several series of samples

around the ideal 2212 stoichiometry were prepared for these two studies. In the initial study,

four series of samples were made in which the molar ratio of one element was varied from

the "ideal" Bi2Sr2CalCu2Oy composition by _+0.2 and _+0.5. For example, the Bi-series

consisted of samples mixed with the molar ratios of BixSr2CalCu2Oy with x = 2.5, 2.2, 2,

1.8, and 1.5. Based on the results of the first study, a second series of samples was

constructed in which the overall Cu content, relative to the other cations, of the samples was

held at 28.5%. This set of compositions completely encircled the solid solution region as

shown in Figure 5.1. Sample #64 was added later in the study in order to verify

Bi4Sr8.xCaxCu5Oy as an equilibrium phase with 2212. Most of the samples were initially
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1/2 Bi 203

CaO q q q SrO
Figure 5.1 Plot of the starting compositions used in the second study.

For reference, the 2212 solid solution at 865"C is also
shown.

processed as a splat-quenched glasses in order to start with material that was homogeneously

mixed on the atomic level. For several of the Ca:rich compounds however, significant

amounts of large ( >10ktm in diameter ) CaO particles were found in the glassy material.

Therefore, these samples were prepared again by solid state techniques.

5.1. Secondary Phases found with 2212

,5_.1.1 Secondary phases

The secondary phases found with 2212 and their measured compositional ranges are

listed in Table 5.1 and are in agreement with previously published works except for SrO (Ca
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]

CaO 10 30 50 30 10 SrO

Figure 5.2 Plot of all measured secondary phase compositions along
with the 2212 solid solution region on the 28.5% constant
Cu-plane.

< 5 at. %)[25,27,28,29]. It should be noted that the measured compositional ranges of the

secondary phases found with 2212 only partially define the solid solution region for each of

these phases[22]. All of the secondary phases listed in Table 5.1, except for CuO, are solid

solutions. Most of the solid solubility exists between Sr and Ca. This is clearly illustrated in

Figure 5.2 where all measured compositions of the secondary phases are projected onto the

28.5% constant Cu-plane with the 2212 solid solution region.

Considerably more samples would have been needed in these studies to accurately

determine phase boundaries. For illustrative purposes, the general regions around the 2212



Table 5.1 List of secondary phases found with 2212• The endpoints of the measured compositional ranges for each of
the phases are also listed•

Secondary Phases Reference Code Max Sr Min Sr

Bi2Sr2-xCaxCuOy 2201 Bi2.10Sr 1.73Ca0.13 Cu 1.04Oy Bi2.25Sr0.99Ca0.75Cu1.00Oy

Bi2Sr2-xCaxO5 22x Bi2.11Sr0.80Cal.00Cu0.09Oy Bi2.09Sr0.40Cal.38Cu0.14Oy

Bi2Sr3-xCax06 23x Bi 1.96S r2.01Ca0.92Cu0.10Oy Bi2.01Sr1.54Ca 1.30Cu0.16Oy

Bi2Sr4.xCax07 24x Bi2.12Sr2.71Ca0.95Cu0.2'2Oy Bi2.13Sr2.18Cal.46Cu0.23Oy

Bi4Srs.xCaxCusO19 4805 Bi4.56Sr6.76Ca0.96Cu4.710y Bi4.42Sr6.71Ca 1.13Cu4.74Oy
tO

Sr14.xcaxCu24041 14-24 Bi0 46Sr1066Ca4 31Cu22 57Oy Bi0.60Srs.13Cas.51Cu23.75Oy

, (SrxCal.x)CuO2 x=0.15 a T- 1:1 Bi0.04Sr0.05Ca0.90Cul.09Oy Bi0.03Sr0.03Ca0.83Cu1.03Oy

(Sr, Ca)Cu 02 b O- 1:1 Bi0.01Sr0.62Ca0.40Cu0.96Oy Bi0.01Sr0.70Ca0.34CU0o95Oy

(Sr, ca)2CuO3 2:1 Sr0.29Cal.75Cu0.95Oy Sr0.04Ca2.01Cu0.94Oy

SrO SrO Ca < 0.05

CaO CaO Sr < 0.05

CuO CuO

aThis phase has a primitive tetragonal structure.

bThis phase is orthorhombic.
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Figure 5.3 Approximate regions Showing were each of the secondary
phases make contact with the 2212 solid solution region at
865°C in 02. At this temperature, several of the secondary
phases exist as liquids as indicated above.
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iiI_.,_ solid solution where the secondary phases were found are qualitatively drawn on the 28.5%

ii!l:LI CU plane in Figure 5.3 at 865"C in oxygen. The secondary phases present in each of samples

annealed at the temperatures and oxygen partial pressures used in these two studies are

Ill tabulated in Tables 5.2- 5.7. Most annealed samples contained low volume-fractions ofsecondary phases making a true determination of the equilibrium phases difficult. Thepresence of some secondary phases was probably due to the preparation techniques.
!I

I Certainly, the number of phases present cannot violate the phase rule. Such a violationI would occur if all of the phases found in some samples were considered as equilibrium

phases.

_imp!e oxides Three of the four constituent oxides, CaO, CuO, and SrO, were found

in combination with the 2212 phase in annealed samples. In some cases, their presence is

probably related to the preparation techniques. For example, the presence of SrO may be an

artifact of the crystallization process of the glass precursors. SrO is one of the initial phases

that forms during crystallization of these glasses in oxygen as will be shown in Chapter 6. It

may be present simply because equilibrium has not quite been reached. For samples enriched

in the alkaline earths and containing relatively more SrO after the crystallization process, 100

hours may not have been enough time for all the SrO to react and be incorporated into the

other phases. This would not be surprising given the refractory nature of SrO (melting point

2430°C). The presence of CuO and CaO as equilibrium phases in some of the samples is also

questionable. Shown in Figure 5.4 is a micrograph of a CuO particle embedded in sample

#62 (region 5 of Figure 5.3) that was annealed in 0.1% 02 at 800°C for 250 hours. The

relatively large size of the particle and the lack of any homogenous distribution of CuO

particles within the sample suggests that this particle is a result of insufficient grindings

during the solid state preparation process. Hence, CuO is not listed in regions 5 or 6 of

Figure 5.3. On the other hand, CuO is definitely one of the equilibrium phases for the Bi-rich

compositions in regions 1 and 2. The same reasoning could also be applied to CaO although



Table 5.2 Phases found in equilibrium with 2212 for each of the four series of samples from study #1. (L) signifies that
the phase was present as a liquid during heat treatment and solidifies when the sample is quenched in air. These
samples were annealed at 865°C for 100 hours in 100% oxygen and quenched in air.

:It:

-" _ O

E o_, 0 0 00 _ _ _

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy 10 glass
Bi2+xSr2CaCu2Oy

x = 0.5 16 glass L X
x = 0.2 15 _',lass X
x = -0.2 17 glass X X
x = -0.5 18 glass X X ,_._

Bi2Sr2+xCaCu2Oy
x = 0.5 24 glass X X X
x = 0.2 21 glass X X X
x = -0.2 22 glass X
x = -0.5 23 glass L X

Bi2Sr2Cal+xCu2Oy
x = 0.75 32 glass X X
x = 0.5 14 glass X X
x = 0.2 12 glass X
x = -0.2 11 glass X X
x = -0.5 13 glass X X

Bi2Sr2CaCu2+xOy
x = 0.5 25 glass X
x = 0.2 26 glass X
x = -0.2 27 glass X
x = -0.5 28 _lass X X



Table 5.3 Phases found in equilibrium with 2212 for the samples from the second study to compliment the earlier study
performed at 865"C in O2. (L) signifies that the phase was present as a liquid during heat treatment and
solidifies when the sample is quenched in air. These samples were annealed at 865°C for 150 hours in 100%
oxygen and quenched in air.

- _o _ _ o o o
_c_ _ _ _ _ _ , -- -- _ _..

Bi2.35Sr2.05Ca0.6Cu2Oy 53 glass X [ I I '_
to

Bi2.35Srl.55Ca 1.1Cu2Oy 54 glass Melted ....
Bi2.35Srl.05Cal.6Cu2Oy 55 glass Melted ' I I

Bi2.1Srl.TCal.2Cu2Oy 60 solid st. X
Bi2.1Sr0.9Ca2.0Cu2Ov 61 solid st. L X Xa X X

Bi 1.85Sr2.3Ca0.85Cu2Oy 50 glass
Bil.85Srl.SCal.35Cu2Oy _2 solid st. X X X

solid st.

aTetragonal 1"1 phase.



Table 5.4 Phases found in equilibrium with 2212 for the samples from the second study. (L) signifies that the phase
was present as a liquid during heat treatment and solidifies when the sample is quenched in air. These samples
were annealed at 885°C for 50 hours in 100% oxygen and quenched in air.

-" _ O

, i ,

Bi2.35Srl.55Cal. 1Cu2Oy 54 glass Melted _..o
Bi2.35Srl.05Cal.6Cu2Oy 55 glass Melted

Bi2.1Sr].7Cal.2Cu2Oy 60 solidst. I t [ ] X t [ I
Bi2.1Sr0.9Ca2.0Cu2Oy 61 solid st. Melted ,

Bil.85Sr2.3Ca0.85Cu2Oy 50 glass X X X
Bil.85Srl.sCal.35Cu2Oy 62 solid st. X X X
Bil.85Srl.3Cal.85Cu2Oy 63 solid st. X X

Bil.95Sr2.TC_0.5Cu2Ov 64 glass X .X X X



Table 5.5 Phases found in equilibrium with 2212 for the samples from the second study. These samples were annealed
at 800"C for 250 hours in 100% oxygen and quenched in air.

•--' 0 0

• _ _ _ rj rj c_

Bi2.35Sr2.05Ca0.6Cu2Oy 53 glass X X _[ X
Bi2.35Sr 1.55Ca1.1Cu2Oy 54 glass X X ,_
Bi2.35Srl.05Ca 1.6Cu2Oy 55 glass X X X

Bi2.1Srl.TCal.2Cu2Oy 60 solid st. X X X
Bi2.1Sro.9Ca2.0Cu2Oy 61 solid st. X X X

Bil.85Sr2.3Ca0.85Cu2Oy 50 glass X X X
Bil.85Srl.8Cal.35Cu2Oy L 62 solid st. X X
Bil.85Srl,3Cal.85Cu2Ov 63 solid st. X X Xa X ......

Bil.95Sr2.7Ca0.5Cu2Oy 64 glass X X X X

aTetragonal 1"1 phase.



Table 5.6 Phases found in equilibrium with 2212 for samples from the second study. These samples were annealed at
800"C for 250 hours in 1% oxygen (balance Ar) and quenched in air.

• . . . . . ._._

•-' 0 0

o_ c_ 0 0 0_._ 0 _ _ _

Bi2.35Sr2.05Ca0.6Cu2Oy 53 glass X X
Bi2.35Srl.55Cal. 1Cu2Oy 54 glass X X
Bi2.35Srl.05Cal.6Cu2Oy 55 glass X X . X X ,._

Bi2.1Srl.TCal.2Cu2Oy 60 solid st. X
Bi2.1Sr0.9Ca2.0Cu2Oy 61 solid st. X X X

Bil.85Sr2.3Ca0.85Cu2Ov 50 glass Xa X X
Bil.85Srl.SCal.35Cu2Ov 62 solid st. X Xa X

Bil.85Srl.3Cal.85Cu2Oy 63 solid st. X X

Bil.95Sr2.7Ca0.sCu20 v 64 glass X X Xa X

aOrthorhombic 1:1 phase.



Table 5.7 Phases found in equilibrium with 2212 for samples from the second study. (L) signifies that the phase was
present as a liquid during heat treatment and solidifies when the sample is quenched in air. These samples
were annealed at 800"C for 250 hours in 0.1% oxygen (balance Ar) and quenched in air. Several of these
samples melted completely as indicated below.

:It:

I_ o ,-, _ ',¢1"
_o.._ o _ _ _ _ 0 0 0
0.,_ _ ._. _ _ oo ' " .'7:. = _ ,-.eq eq eq _t"

Bi2.35Sr1.55Ca1.1Cu2Oy 54 glass Melted ,_
Bi2.35Sr1.05Ca1.6Cu2Oy 55 glass Melted c,,

Bi2.1Sr!.TCal.2Cu2Oy 60 solid st. I ! X I
Bi2.1Sr0.9Ca2.0Cu2Oy 61 solid st. Melted

Bil.85Sr2.3Ca0.85Cu2Oy 50 glass
Bil.85Srl.8Cal.35Cu2Oy 62 solid st. X X X
Bil.85Srl.3Ca 1.85Cu2Oy 63 solid st. X X X

Bi 1.95Sr2.TCao.5Cu2Ov 64 glass X Xa

aOrthorhombic 1:1 phase.
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: Figure 5.4 SEM secondary electron micrograph showing a large CuO
_i particle in a sample prepared by solid state techniques. The

large size of the particle and lack of any homogeneous
distribution of CuO particles within the sample suggests
that the particle s_'own above is an artifact of the
preparation process.
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iii it is less clear in this case. There did seem to be some sort of distribution of CaO particles

within the samples. CaO is listed as a phase that forms equilibria with 2212 in region 6 of

Figure 5.3 although its presence can still be considered as questionable.

Alkaline-earth bism0thates Three alkaline-earth bismuthates [22]., Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy

(22x), Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy (23x), and Bi2Sr4.xCa×Oy (24x), were found in these studies. The 22x

phase was found to form equilibria with 2212 in the Ca-rich samples of region 7 in Figure

5.3. DTA results suggested that 22x melts around 820°C in samples in which it is present.

Hence, the 22x phase was present as a liquid during some of the anneals as noted in Tables

5.3-5.7. The 24x phase was found in compositions from regions 3, 4, and 5 of Figure 5.3. It

was stable at all of the temperatures examined in 100% 02. Measured compositions of the

i!_: 22x and 24x phases were found to be Bi-rich and alkaline-earth deficient compared to their

_ ideal stoichiometries. The 23x was found to replace the 24x phase in the samples annealed at

!_h 800"C in 1% and 0.1% 02. Apparently, 24x is stable only at high oxygen partial pressures.

! In contrast to 22x and 24x, measured compositions of the 23x phase were nearly

stoichiometric.

Alkaline-earth cuprate_ Four alkaline-earth cuprates, tetragonal SrlCal.xCuO2

(T- 1:1), orthorhombic Srl.xCa 1CuO2 (O- 1:1), Sr2.xCaxCuO3 (2:1), and Sr14-xCaxCu24038

(14-24), were identified in annealed samples[23,69]. The tetragonal T-I:I phase was found

only in samples from region 6 of Figure 5.3 annealed at 800°C in 100% 02. The 14-24 phase

was found in regions 2-5 in Figure 5.3 at all temperatures in pure oxygen. It was replaced in

samples annealed in 1% O2 by the O-1"1 phase. The 2:1 phase was found in samples from

regions 6 and 7 of Figure 5.3 that were processed at 865* in 100% oxygen. In 0.1% 02, the

2"1 phase was found to replace the O- 1:1 phase and occupy regions 4-6 of Figure 5.3.

Ouanternary phas¢8 Two phases, Bi2Sr2CuOy (2201) [18]. and Bi4Sr8Cu5Oy (4805)

[70]. were found to have significant extensions of their solid solution regions into the

tetrahedron with the addition of Ca to the system. The 2201 phase was found to form

i I
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equilibria with 2212 in compositions enriched in Bi. Significant amounts of Ca substitution

into the 2201 phase was found to lower its melting point. Hence this phase was present as a

liquid phase for some of the temperatures and oxygen partial pressures used in these studies.

The 4805 phase was found in combination with Sr-rich compositions of the 2212 solid

solution as shown in Figure 5.3 at all temperatures and oxygen partial pressures used in these

studies.

Decomoosition products As will be shown in Chapters 6 and 7, the solidus is lowered _ii
__ _ _ _!

to approximately 750"C in inert atmospheres for compositions around the 2212

stoichiometry.. Hence, it is of interest to determine what phases are stable or metastable

below the solidus in inert atmospheres such as Ar. For this experiment, a separate series of
ii

samples was constructed of the form Bi2Sr2-xCal+xCu2Oy where x = 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.

These samples were first prepared by solid state processing in oxygen with the final heat

treatment at 865°C for 100 hours. Analysis showed these samples to consist primarily of

2212 with small amounts of 22x present for the Ca-rich samples and 14-24 for the Sr-rich

samples. The middle sample, Bi2Srl.SCal.sCu2Oy was essentially single-phase 2212. This

series of samples was then annealed in flowing Ar at 750°C for 100 hours. The phases found

in these samples were 23x, 22x, Cu20, and CaO. Measured compositions are listed in Table

5.8. These phases should be considered as the stable intermediate phases since, in principle,

these samples should be reducible to their metallic states. None of the superconducting

phases were found in these samples after the anneal in Ar. In addition, Cu was not found in

any compounds with the other cations. The decomposition of the superconducting phases in

Ar for samples close to the ideal 2212 stoichiometry proceeded according to the reaction:

2212 _ 23x + Cu20 (5.1)

However, it is clear from Table 5.8 that additional phases result from the decomposition of

the Ca-rich superconducting compositions. For the Ca-rich samples, Equation 5.1 becomes:
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Table 5.8 List of the phases found in the series of samples, B i2Sr2.xCa l+xCu2Oy (x = 0,

i_i_' _ 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 1), which were decomposed in Ar at 750"C

Sample Sample # Phases Measured Compositions

_J Bi2Sr2CaCu20 v 40 23x, Cu20 Bi 1.98Sr1.82Ca1.04Cu0.15Oy

22x a Bi2.07Srl. 14Cao.66Cu0.13Oy

Bi2Srl.8Cal.2Cu2Oy 37 23x, Cu20 Bi2.01Srl.77Ca 1.08Cu0.14Oy

Bi2Srl.5Cal.SCu20 v 41 23x, 22x, Bil.97Srl.60Cal.26Cu0.17Oy

CaO, Cu20 Bi2.07Sr 1.04Ca0.76Cu0.13Oy
i

Bi2Srl.2Cal.SCu20 v 39 23x, 22x, Bi2.00Srl.49Cal.37Cu0.14Oy
i

i_ CaO, Cu20 Bi2.09Sr0.98Cao.84Cu0.10Oy

Bi2SrlCa2Cu20 v 38 23x, 22x, Bi 1.98Srl.51Cal.38Cu0.13Oy

CaO, Cu20 Bi2.11Srl.01Cao.81Cuo.07Ov
, ..... ,,

aphase was present in very small amounts.

2212 ---)23x + 22x + CaO + Cu20 (5.2)

Apparently, the upper solubility limit of Ca in the 23x phase is x = 1.4. The differences in

the decomposition reactions 5.1 and 5.2 may explain the changes in the 2212 solid solution

region that occur at low oxygen partial pressures as discussed belowl

5.1.2 Liquid phases during sintering

The presence of liquid phases during the annealing process for some of the samples was

inferred from DTA data and the observation of shape distortions of the sample after

annealing. Partial melting generally could be associated with compositions that were Bi

and/or Ca rich and contained the Bi-rich secondary phases 2201 and 22x. DTA scans of

several samples from the second study are shown in Figure 5.5. Temperatures of themaal

events are listed in Table 5.9. The large endotherms around 885°C correspond to the melting

point of 2212. The smaller endotherms are associated with melting of the 2201 and 22x

phases in samples #54 and #61 respectively. Samples in regions 1 and 7 of Figure 5.3

lib,,,...._
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Figure 5.5 DTA heating scans of several samples from the second
study. These particular samples were annealed in 02 at
800"C for a total of 250 hours prior to their use in the DTA.

generally exhibited various degrees of partial melting below the melting point of 2212. For

comparison, the DTA heating curve for sample #62 (region 5 of Figure 5.3) is also shown in

Figure 5.5. This scan is typical of sample compositions lying in the 2212 solid solution

region or in regions 3 - 6 of Figure 5.3. No other melting events are seen below the melting

point of 2212.

The presence of liquid phases was found to have a significant effect on the

microstructure of the samples. Severe shape distortions of the samples were generally found

to accompany partial melting. In some cases, the samples became fluid enough to flow and

appeared to completely melt as noted in Tables 5.2-5.7. The presence of liquid phases

substantially reduced the amount of porosity in samples processed by solid state techniques.
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Ji_ Table 5.9 Temperature of thermal events taken from DTA heating curves in 02 for

_ili_!_ the series of samples used in the second study. Material used in the DTAi _ experiments was initially annealed in °xy_e n at 800"C for 250 hours

i| - 2212 Melting Point Partial Melting Events

Composition # Onset Peak Onset Peak Onset Peak

Bil.85Sr2.3Ca0.85Cu2Oya 50 885°C 892°C 868°C 874°C

Bi2.35Sr2.05Cao.6Cu2Oy 53 885"C 889"C 874°C 881°C

Bi2.35Srl.55Cal.lCu2Oy 54 883"C 889*C 844*C 867°C

Bi2.35Srl.05Cal.6Cu2Oy 55 870°C 873"C 856"C 867"C 818*C 822"C

Bi2.1Sr0.9Ca2.0Cu2Oy 61 875"C 877"C 813"C 825"C

Bil.85Srl.3Cal.85Cu2Oy 63 888°C 902"C

Bil.85Srl.8Cal.35Cu2Oy 62 895°C 904"C

_ Bi2,1Sr!,TCa!,2Cuz0va 60 900*C 906"C 886°C 892"C

a Event corresponding to partial melting is small.

Shown in Figure 5.6 are SEM micrographs of two samples, one of which underwent partial

melting during sintering. Sample #60 was annealed in 02 at 885°C. This sample

composition lies in the solid solution region and was shown by SEM analysis to be

essentially single-phase 2212. This sample contains a considerable amount of porosity which

is typical of 2212 samples processed by solid-state techniques in which no partial melting

occurs. On the other hand, sample #61, shown in Figure 5.6b, was annealed in 02 at 865"C

Where a liquid phase is present due to the melting of the 22x phase around 810*C. The

porosity so clearly evident in Figure 5.6a is absent in this sample. However, it appears from

the microstructure that the 22x phase completely coats the 2212 grains. Such a two-phase

microstructure of superconducting (2212) and non-superconducting (22x) phases is clearly

detrimental to efforts aimed at maximizing critical current densities.
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5.2. Solid Solution Region

Apparent and actual compositions

Three types of compositional measurements on the 2212 phase were performed in these

studies in order to correctly outline the solid solution region and address various

discrepancies that exist in the literature regarding the solid solution region. The first

measurements of the apparent 2212 composition were performed by EDS analysis in the

SEM. Measurement of the apparent and actual composition were also performed in the

TEM. In measuring the apparent composition in the TEM or SEM, the number of

intergrowths contained within the 2212 phase was not taken into account. Hence, EDS

measurements of the apparent composition are a measure of both the solid-solution

composition and any intergrowths which may be present. Actual compositions were

determined by sampling grains or parts of grains that were identified by lattice imaging as

having no intergrowths. Examples of both t2,'pes of measurements in the TEM are shown in

Figure 5.7. An overall measurement of the grain in Figure 5.7 revealed an apparent

composition of Bi2.30Sr2.07Ca0.77Cul.85Oy while measurement of the intergrowth free region

revealed an actual composition of Bi2.09Srl.99Ca0.91Cu2.02Oy. The high Bi and low Cu

contents of the apparent composition, relative to the ideal 2212 stoichiometry, result from the

inclusion of the 2201 intergrowths in the compositional measurements. Apparent and actual

compositions were nearly the same when the number of intergrowths within the 2212 grains

was low.

The differences between the actual and apparent compositions are further illustrated in

Figure 5.8 which shows the 2212 solid solution regions at 800"C in 1%O2 as determined by

SEM and TEM compositional measurements. The apparent compositions measured by SEM

and TEM were very similar. Note that the Bi-rich side of the solid solution is not contained

within the boundaries set by the staa'ting compositions shown in Figure 5.1. In general, the

number of 2201 intergrowths within the 2212 phase was found to increase as the starting

.... , ii I rI I i III Iili ill IIII I II I
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Figure 5.7 TEM micrograph of a 2212 grain from a sample with an overall
composition of Bi2Sr2Ca0.sCu2Oy.

samples were enriched in Bi or depleted of Sr, Ca, or Cu compared to the ideal 2212

stoichiometry. Bi-poor samples typically contained very few 2201 intergrowths. In the latter

case, the apparent and actual compositional measurements were nearly the same resulting in

better agreement among the three types of measurements regarding the lower boundary of the

2212 solid solution regions.

5.2.2 Solid solution regions

Table 5.10 summarizes the results of the compositional measurements made in the SEM

• and TEM. Intergrowths within grains of the 2212 phase account for most of the differences

between the actual and apparent compositional measurements. Both types of measurements

show most of the solid solubility exhibited by the 2212 phase to exist between Sr and Ca. A
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smaller amount of solid solubility exists between Bi and Sr+Ca. Compositions containing

the maximum and minimum measured Sr contents are listed in Table 5.10 and can be

considered as the approximate endpoints for the Ca-Sr solubility limits in the 2212 phase.

Likewise, the compositions containing the maximum and minimum Bi concentrations can

also be found in Table 5.10. These latter compositions represent the extent of the substitution

of Bi for Sr or Ca. The Bi concentration was never found to fall below the ideal

stoichiometric molar ratio of 2. Hence, it appears that Bi can substitute on the Ca and/or Sr

sites, but not vice-versa. Also listed are the maximum and minimum values for the ratios of

Sr:Ca and Bi:(Sr+Ca). The last column in Table 5.10 represents the difference between the

maximum and minimum measured concentrations of Cu for each series of measurements.

Based on measurements of the actual compositions, it is concluded that Cu does not play a

significant role in the solid solution of the 2212 phase. Plots of the solid solution regions

based on measurements of the actual composition of the 2212 phase can be found in Figures

5.9-5.11. A complete list of the actual and apparent compositions measured in the TEM for

each sample can be found in Tables 5.11-5.13. Each composition listed in these tables

represents an average of at least I0 separate grain measurements.

865"C in.100% 02 The data plotted in Figure 5.9 is a combination of the work

performed in initial and subsequent complimentary study of the solid solution region.

Samples from both studies were annealed in flowing O2 at 865"C for either 100 or 150 hours

followed by an air quench. As noted above, this plot represents the actual compositions of

the 2212 solid solution region. Most of the solid solubility of the 2212 phase occurs between

Sr an6 Ca. A lesser amount of solid solubility is exhibited between Sr+Ca and Bi. Table

5.10 clearly shows a much larger change in the Sr:Ca ratio than for the Bi:Sr+Ca ratio.

800"C in 100% 02 Since Cu content of the 2212 phase was shown in the initial study to

remain essentially constant, only the series of samples with the fixed Cu content prepared
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Figure 5.8 Solid solution regions determined at 800"C and 1.0% 02 by measurements of the apparent composition in (a)
the SEM and (b) the TEM. The solid solution region determined by measurements of the actual compositions
in the TEM is shown in (c).
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Table 5.10 Summary of the compositional measurements made in the SEM and TEM. The last column represents the
difference between the maximum and minimum measured Cu concentrations.

Max and Min Sr Compositions Max and Min Bi Compositions Sr:Ca Bi:(Sr+Ca) Cu

Max Sr Min Sr Max Bi Min Bi Max Min Max Min A
865°C 100% O2a

TEM actual 2.09./2.04/0.90/1.96 2.12/1.17/1.71/2.01 2.18/1.70/1.17/1.95 2.02/1.98/1.02/1.98 2.27 0.68 0.76 0.67 0.07
TEM apparent 2.13/2.04/0.89/1.94 2.17/1.13/1.67/2.03 2.36/1.99/0.73/1.91 2.04/1.99/1.03/1.94 2.29 0.68 0.87 0.67 0.17
SEM apparent 2.11/2.18/0.87/1.84 2.15/1.21/1.62/2.02 2.41/1.85/1.02/1.72 2.06/1.87/1.18/1.89 2.49 0.75 0.84 0.67 0.31

800°C 100% 02

TEM actual 2.06/2.09/0.83/2.01 2.09/1.13/1.79/1.99 2.18/1.96/0.92/1.95 2.01/1.76/I.23/2.00 2.52 0.63 0.76 0.67 0.06
TEM apparent 2.12/2.10/0.82/1.96 2.15/1.17/1.69/1.99 2.40/2.08/0.74/1.78 2.11/1.79/1.11/1.99 2.56 0.69 0.85 0.73 0.21

SEM apparent 2.51/2.12/0.66/1.71 2.20/1.27/1.62/1.91 2.51/2.12/0.66/1.71 2.16/1.29/1.56/1.99 3.24 0.78 0.90 0.76 0.29

885°C 100% 02 b

TEM actual 2.11/'2.02/0.86/2.01 2.06/1.48/1.45/2.01 2.11/2.02/0.86/2.01 2.03/1.78/1.17/2.02 2.34 1.02 0.73 0.70 0.02
TEM apparent 2.20/2.08/0.79/1.93 2.05/1.46/1.46/2.02 2.20/2.08/0.79/1.93 2.05/1.46/1.46/2.02 2.63 1.00 0.77 0.70 0.09
SEM apparent 2.22/2.10/0.77/1.91 2.15/1.51/1.35/1.99 2.22/2.08/0.80/1.91 2.09/1.76/1.13/2.02 2.74 1.12 0.77 0.72 0.11

800"C 1% 02

TEMactual 2.13/2.07/0.83/1.97 2.16/1.19/1.64/2.01 2.25/1.58/1.19/1.99 2.05/1.93/1.03/1.99 2.50 0.73 0.81 0.69 0.07
TEM apparent 2.52/2.11/0.63/1.74 2.26/2.11/0.63/1.74 2.52/2.11/0.63/1.74 2.09/1.91/1.02/1.97 3.37 0.75 0.92 0.71 0.26

SEM apparent 2.11/2.06/0.81/2.02 2.30/1.23/1.56/1.91 2.39/2.05/0.70/1.86 2.11/2.06/0.81/2.02 2.55 0.79 0.87 0.74 0.19

800"C 0.1% 02 b

TEMactual 2.11/1.94/0.97/1.98 2.16/1.66/1.17/2.01 2.17/1.84/1.10/1.95 2.11/1.94/0.97/1.98 2.00 1.42 0.74 0.73 0.06

TEMapparent 2.13/1.94/0.93/1.99 2.20/1.64/1.16/2.00 2.28/1.74/1.02/1.96 2.13/1.94/0.93/1.99 2.07 1.41 0.83 0.74 0.06
SEM apparent 2.62/2.14/0.56/1.68 2.21/1.71/1.11/1.97 2.62/2.14/0.56/1.68 2.14/1.86/1.00/2.00 3.82 1.54 0.97 0.75 0.32

a Represents the collection of data from both studies.

b Several of the samples subjected to these conditions were destroyed due to the partial melting of one of the
secondary phases present. In this case, the maximum and minimum values listed are derived from only the samples that did
survive the anneal.
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for the second study were used to map out the solid solution region at the other temperatures

and oxygen partial pressures examined in these studies. For this particular part of the study,

samples were heat treated at 800°C for a total of 250 hours in flowing 02. A plot of the

actual compositions of the 2212 phase as determined by TEM is shown in Figure 5.10a. This

plot is very similar to that shown in Figure 5.9. No difference is found in the Bi:(Sr+Ca)

ratios for the actual compositions in Table 5. I0 indicating that very little change occurs in the

limits of Bi substitution for Sr or Ca between 800°C and 865°C. The data does suggest that

limits of Sr and Ca solubility in the 2212 phase are slightly larger than at 865"C.

ii 800"C in 1.0% 0 2 Samples were prepared for this pan of the study with an anneal in

:i 1.0% 02 (Ar balance) at 800°C for a total of 250 hours. The actual compositions of the 2212

phase as determined in the TEM are plotted in Figure 10b. The extent of the solid solution

region is nearly identical to the solid solution at 800°C in 100% 02 except for a slight

decrease in the amount of Ca solubility in the 2212 phase.

885"C in 100% Q2_ Several of the Bi and Ca-rich samples, #61,#55, and #54, were

found to melt during the heat treatment at 885°C for 50 hours due to the presence of 22x and

a lower melting point for Ca-rich 2212 compositions. Hence, the determination of the solid

solution region at 885"C around these samples is incomplete. However, it appears that the

Ca-solubility in the solid solution region shrinks slightly as the temperature is raised to 885°C

based on measurements of the 2212 composition in samples that survived the anneal at

885°C. For example, the actual composition of the 2212 phase in sample #63,

Bil.85Srl.3Cal.85Cu2Oy after the anneal at 865°C was Bi2.08Srl.42Cal.52Cul.98Oy. After the

anneal at 885"C, the actual composition of the 2212 phase in sample #63 was

Bi2.06Srl.48Cal.45Cu2.01Oy It appears that the solid solution region of the 2212 phase is

relatively stable up to the melting point of each particular 2212 composition. The solid

solution region is sketched in Figure 1la. Table 5.9 shows the melting point of the 2212

phase for the Bi and/or Ca rich compositions to be around 870"C-875°C. Hence,
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Figure 5.9 Solid solution region at 865"C in 02 as determined by
measurements of the actual compositions in the TEM. The
data shown above is taken from samples used in both
studies.
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Figure 5.10 Solid solution region as determined by the actual compositional measurements at (a) 800°C and 100% 02
and (b) 800°C and 1.0% O2. Data was taken from only samples in the second study.
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Table 5.11 List of the apparent and actual compositions determined from TEM/EDS measurements for the samples
equilibrated in oxygen at 865"C.

Starting Sample Apparent "2212" Actual "2212" Actual
Composition Process Number Composition Composition Sr+Ca Tc(K)
2 / 2 / 1 / 2 glass 10 2.15 / 1.86 / 1.04 / 1.95 2.14 / 1.92 / 0.98 / 1.97 2.90 86
Bi-Series

2.5 / 2 / 1 / 2 glass 16 2.29 / 1.77 / 1.08 / 1.87 2.18 / 1.70 / 1.17 / 1.95 2.88 85
2.2 / 2 / 1 / 2 glass 15 2.18 / 1.87 / 1.04 / 1.91 2.13 / 1.83 / 1.09 / 1.95 2.92 85
1.8 / 2 / 1 / 2 glass 17 2.06 / 2,01 / 0.96 / 1.97 2.05 / 1.98 / 0.97 / 2.00 2.95 93
1.5 / 2 / 1 / 2 glass 18 2.06 / 1.88 / 1.07 / 1.99 2.02 / 1.93 / 1.06 / 1.98 2.99 93

Sr-Series
2 / 2.5 / 1 / 2 glass 24 2.13 / 2.04 / 0.89 / 1.94 2.09 / 2.04 / 0.90 / 1.96 2.94 93
2 / 2.2 / 1 / 2 glass 21 2.04 / 1.99 / 1.03 / 1.94 2.02 / 1.98 / 1.02 / 1.98 3.00 93
2 / 1.8 / 1 / 2 glass 22 2.15 / 1.80 / 1.11 / 1.94 2.12 / 1.76 / 1.14 / 1.97 2.90 85
2 / 1.5 / 1 / 2 glass 23 2.23 / 1.59 / 1.24 / 1.94 2.16 / 1.56 / 1.29 / 1.99 2.85 80

Ca-Series
2 / 2 / 1.75 / 2 glass 32 2.07 / 1.79 / 1.17 / 1.96 2.07 / 1.79 / 1.17 / 1.96 2.96 92
2 / 2 / 1.5 / 2 glass 14 2.09 / 1.76 / 1.19 / 1.96 2.07 / 1.79 / 1.16 / 1.97 2.96 93 *"
2 / 2 / 1.2 / 2 glass 12 2.11 / 1.73 / 1.20 / 1.96 2.09 / 1.75 / 1.19 / 1.97 2.94 90
2/2/0.8/2 glass 11 2.18 / 1.97/0.89 / 1.95 2.13 / 1.97/0.91 / 1.99 2.88 84
2 / 2 / 0.5 / 2 glass 13 2.36 / 1.99 / 0.73 / 1.91 2.12 / 1.99 / 0.92 / 1.97 2.91 83

Cu-Series
2 / 2 / 1 / 2.5 glass 25 2.14 / 1.84 / 1.03 / 2.00 2.10 / 1.87 / 1.04 / 1.99 .2.91 87
2 / 2 / 1 / 2.2a glass 26 2.16 / 1.89 / 1.00 / 1.95 88
2 / 2 / 1 / 1.8a glass 27 2.13 / 1.87 / 1.06 / 1.94 91
2 / 2 / 1 / 1.5 glass 28 2.19 / 1.87 / 1.05 / 1.89 2.06 / 1.88 / 1.12 / 1.94 3.00 90

1.85 / 2.3 / 0.85 / 2b glass 50 2.14 / 2.04 / 0.87 / 1.95 2.14 / 2.00 / 0.86 / 2.00 2.86
2.1 / 0.9 / 2 / 2b solid st. 61 2.17 / 1.13 / 1.67 / 2.03 2.12 / 1.17 / 1.71 / 2.01 2.88

1.85 / 1.3 / 1.85 / 2b solid st. 63 2.10 / 1.42 / 1.49 / 1.99 2.08 / 1.42 / 1.52 / 1.98 2.94

aActual composition was not measured.

bTc was not measured.



Table 5.12 List of the apparent and actual compositions determined from TEM/EDS measurements for samples that
were equilibrated at 800"C in 100% 02 or 1.0% 02 for a total of 250 hours.

Starting Sample Apparent "2212" Actual "2212" Actual
Composition Process Number Composition Composition Sr+Ca

800"C 100% 02
1.85 / 2.3 / 0.85 / 2 glass 50 2.12 / 2.10 / 0.82 / 1.96 2.06 / 2.09 / 0.83 / 2.01 2.92
2.35 / 2.05 / 0.6 / 2 glass 53 2.40 / 2.08 / 0.74 / 1.78 2.18 / 1.96 / 0.92 / 1.95 2.88
2.35 / 1.55 / 1.1 / 2 glass 54 2.39 / 1.57 / 1.21 / 1.83 2.17 / 1.47 / 1.35 / 2.01 2.82
2.35 / 1.05 / 1.6 / 2 glass 55 2.29 / 1.21 / 1.60 / 1.89 2.17 / 1.23 / 1.60 / 2.00 2.83

2.1 / 0.9 / 2 / 2 solid st. 61 2.15 / 1.17 / 1.69 / 1.99 2.09 / 1.13 / 1.79 / 1.99 2.92
1.85 / 1.8 / 1.35 / 2 solid st. 62 2.11 1 1.79 / 1.11 / 1.99 2.01 / 1.76 / 1.23 / 2.00 2.99
1.85 / 1.3 / 1.85 / 2 solid st. 63 2.18 / 1.48 / 1.40 / 1.94 2.12 / 1.98 / 0.90 / 2.00 2.88 _"

800°C 1.0% 02
1.85 / 2.3 / 0.85 / 2 glass 50 2.13 / 2.09 / 0.81 / 1.96 2.13 / 2.07 / 0.83 / 1.97 2.90
2.35 / 2.05 / 0.6 / 2 glass 53 2.52 / 2.11 / 0.63 / 1.74 2.20 / 1.98 / 0.86 / 1.95 2.84
2.35 / 1.55 / 1.1 / 2 glass 54 2.33 / 1.63 / 1.13 / 1.91 2.25 / 1.58 / 1.19 / 1.99 2.77
2.35 / 1.05 / 1.6 / 2 glass 55 2.27 / 1.30 / 1.46 / 1.97 2.23 / 1.28 / 1.47 / 2.03 2.75

2.1/0.9/2/2 solid st. 61 2.26/1.17/1.56/2.01 2.16/1.19/1.64/2.01 2.83
1.85 / 1.8 / 1.35 / 2 solid st. 62 2.09 / 1.91 / 1.02 / 1.97 2.05 / 1.93 / 1.03 / 1.99 2.96
1.85 / 1.3 / 1.85 / 2 solid st. 63 2.18 / 1.47 / 1.36 / 1.98 2.09 / 1.46 / 1.42 / 2.02 2.88

i i



Table 5.13 List of the apparent and actual compositions determined from TEM/EDS measurements for samples in
the second study. Samples were equilibrated in oxygen at 885"C or at 800"C in 0.1% 0'2.

Starting Sample Apparent "2212" Actual "2212" Actual
Composition Process Number Composition Composition Sr+Ca

885"C 100% O2
1.85 / 2.3 / 0.85 / 2 glass 50 2.20 / 2.08 / 0.79 / 1.93 2.11 / 2.02 / 0.86 / 2.01 2.88

2.35 / 2.05 / 0.6 / 2a glass 53
2.35 / 1.55 / 1.1 /2 glass 54 melted
2.35 / 1.05 / 1.6 / 2 glass 55 melted

2.1 / 1.7 / 1.2 / 2 solid st. 60 2.13 / 1.69 / 1.20 / 1.97 2.03 / 1.72 / 1.25 / 2.00 2.97
2.1 / 0.9 / 2 / 2 solid st. 61 melted

1.85 / 1.8 / 1.35 / 2 solid st. 62 2.10 / 1.77 / 1.15 / 1.99 2.03 / 1.78 / 1.17 / 2.02 2.95
1.85 / 1.3 / 1.85 / 2 solid st. 63 2.05 / 1.46 / 1.46 / 2.02 2.06 / 1.48 / 1.45 / 2.01 2.93

Ox

800"C 0.1% 02
1.85 / 2.3 / 0.85 / 2 glass 50 2.22 / 1.78 / 1.03 / 1.96 2.17 / 1.84 / 0.98 / 2.00 2.82

2.35 / 2.05 / 0.6 / 2a glass 53
2.35 / 1.55 / 1.1 /2 glass 54 melted
2.35 / 1.05 / 1.6 / 2 glass 55 melted

2.1 / 1.7 / 1.2 / 2 solid st. 60 2.28 / 1.74 / 1.02 / 1.96 2.17 / 1.78 / 1.10 / 1.95 2.88
2.1 / 0.9 / 2 / 2 solid st. 61 melted

1.85 / 1.8 / 1.35 / 2 solid st. 62 2.13 / 1.94 / 0.93 / 1.99 2.11 / 1.94 / 0.97 / 1.98 2.91
1.85 / 1.3 / 1.85 / 2 solid st. 63 2.20 / 1.64 / 1.16 / 2.00 2.16 / 1.66 / 1.17 / 2.01 2.83

aSample was not measured.
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compositions in Bi and Ca regions of the solid solution region have already melted at 885°C

as indicated in Figure 5.1 la. Elsewhere around the edge of the solid solution region, the
+,

melting point of the 2212 phase varies from 885"C to 895"C. The one sample whose

composition lies within the solid solution region, sample #60, was found to have the highest

melting temperature of 900"C for the 2212 phase. The small endotherm around 885"C listed

for this particular composition may be related to the slightly lower melting point of 2212

found at the edges of the solid solution region.

800"C in 0.1% 09, Samples for this part of the study were annealed at 800"C in a gas

flow of 0.1% 02 (Ar balance) for a total of 250 hours. A complete determination of the solid

solution region from this series of samples was not quite possible due to the fact that several

of the samples decomposed and melted in the furnace. However, based on the samples that

survived the heat treatment, it can be concluded that the Ca solubility in the 2212 phase at

800"C and 0.1%02 has been substantially reduced. A plot of the actual compositions can be

found in Figure 5.1 lb. The reduction in the solid solution region appears to be related to the

decomposition products in Ar discussed earlier in this chapter. The Ca-rich compositions

were found to decompose in Ar into 23x, 22x, CaO, and Cu20 instead of just 23x and Cu20.

The upper limit for Ca substitution in the 23x phase appears to be around

Bil.98Srl.51Cal.38Cu0.13Oy . The composition of the 2212 phase in sample #63 is

Bi2.16Srl.66Cal.17Cu2.01Oy. The ratios of Bi, Sr, and Ca places this latter composition just

to tb,e Sr-rich side of the 23x composition when both are projected onto the 1/2Bi203-SrO-

CaO ternary phase diagram. For comparison, the composition of the 2212 phase in sample

#63 annealed at 800"C and 1.0% O2 was Bi2.09Srl.46Cal.42Cu2.02Oy.

.L2.3 Lattice parame_¢rs

Measured values of the c-axis lattice parameter are plotted in Figures 5.12a and b for the

Bi, Sr, Ca, and Cu series used in the first study. One sample from the Ca series, sample #13
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Bi2Sr2Cao.5Cu2Oy, could not be accurately measured because it contained a significant

amount of 2201 as a secondary phase which obscured many of the 2212 peaks used in the

determination of lattice parameters. Continuous changes in the length of the lattice parameter

were found for all series. Comparison with the actual compositions listed earlier in Tables

5.10-13, however, reveals that the solid substitution occurs mainly between Sr and Ca. As

illustrated in Figure 5.13, the expansion of the lattice occurs with an increased Sr content in

the 2212 phase, presumably due to the larger ionic radius of the Sr2+ ion compared to the

other cations. This general trend is in agreement with the works of several other

groups[33,35,38,71]. No substitution between Cu and the other cations seems to occur since

the measured Cu content in all of the actual compositions was always close to the ideal
e

stoichiometric molar value of 2. The apparent change in the c-axis length in Figure 5.12b for

the Cu-series reflects the changes that occur in the Bi, Sr, and Ca concentrations in the 2212

phase as it adjusts to variations in the overall sample stoichiometry and the surrounding

secondary phases.

5.2.4 Transition temoeratures

Transition temperatures for all the samples from the initial study, which were annealed at

865"C in oxygen, are listed in Table 5.11. Transition temperatures were not measured for the

samples from the second series of samples. Tc was found to depend upon the total Sr+Ca

content in the superconducting phase. The highest transition temperatures occurred in actual

compositions of the 2212 phase for which the sum of Sr+Ca is near the ideal stoichiometric

value of 3 (42.86 at.%). No correlation between lattice constants and Tc was found as

illustrated in Figures 5.12a and b. These results are in contrast to other works which reported

Te to increase in direct proportion to the Sr content and the c-axis length of the 2212

phase[33,37,71]. The effect of composition on the transition temperature seems to be real

and separate from previous reports for the need of an oxygen deficiency to maximize
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Figure 5.13 Plot of the c-axis vs. Sr content of the actual compositional
measurements of the samples in the first study.

T¢_2,73]. For example, composition #23, Bi2Srl.sCalCu2Oy,had a Tc of 80K after the 100

hour anneal at 865"C. Annealing other samples of this composition for 100 hours at various

temperatures between 800"C and 865"C did not raise the transition temperature higher than

,_ 84K whereas a transition temperature of 93K was readily achieved for Bi2Sr2.2CalCu2Oy

(#21) and Bi2Sr2.SCalCu2Oy (#24) without special regard for heat treatment. Although

oxygen deficiencies may lead to increases in Tc, the transition temperatures of those samples

with depressed Tc's could not be increased regardless of thermal treatment in oxygen. Hence

it appears that the transition temperature is dependent upon the composition, although more

work will be needed to completely determined the relationships among transition

temperature, cation composition, and oxygen stoichiometry.
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5.3. Discussion

It is not possible to accurately construct the phase boundaries around the 2212 solid

solution region from the these two sets of experiments. The compositions used in these two

studies were purposely chosen to be close to the 2212 solid solution region in order to

maximize the amount of the 2212 phase in the samples and reduce the number of TEM thin

specimens needed EDS analysis. Conventional dimpling and ion-milling techniques were

used to prepare TEM thin specimens because of the need to tilt to the [100]. or [010]. axes

and image the lattice planes in order to identify the locations of intergrowths within the 2212

_iil grains. If the samples had contained appreciable amounts of secondary phases, several

i_ samples of each composition from each of the anneals would have had to been made in order

_i_i_ to sample enough grains for a complete EDS analysis.

t Because there were so few secondary phases in these annealed samples, it was difficultto verify if some of the phases listed in Tables 5.2-5.7 are actually equilibrium phases or
!i

'_ artifacts of the sample preparation processes. It is obvious that the phase rule is violated for

some of the samples in these tables. For example, sample #61 in Table 5.3 has 5 secondary
phases listed as being in equilibrium with 2212. For a four component system at a fixed

pressure, the phase rule specifies a maximum of five phases total for an invariant region.

Hence, at least one or two of the phases present are artifacts of the preparation processes. In

order to ascertain the phase boundaries around the 2212 solid solution region, significantly

more samples of compositions further removed from the 2212 solid solution would have to

be made. Several studies dealing with the equilibrium phases found with 2212 in air have

recently been reported in the literature[25,27,28,29].

In spite of the problem in identifying the correct equilibrium phases, a few useful points

can be made about the secondary phases present and their relationships to the 2212 solid

solution region. Almost all of the secondary phases found with 2212, with the exception of

, ,I I I I I I [
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CuO, are solid solutions. This fact, taken together with the solid solution nature of the 2212

phase and the propensity of the latter phase to accommodate intergrowths of the other

superconducting phases, implies that systematic variations in starting compositions can be

accommodated by changes in (1) the amounts, types, and composition of any secondary

phases which may be present, (2) the number of intergrowths within grains of 2212 (apparent

composition), and (3) the solid solution composition of the 2212 phase (actual composition).

The types of secondary phases found with 2212 were found to change as a function of

temperature and oxygen partial pressure. The 23x phase was found to replace the 24x phase

at low oxygen partial pressures The 14-24 phase was found to be replaced at 1.0% O2 by the

O- 1."1 which is replaced at 0.1% 02 by the 2:1 phase. Hence, the Cu content of the secondary

phases decreases with the lower oxygen partial pressures. In inert atmospheres, the only

phase found to contain Cu was Cu20. The 2212 phase is no longer stable and decomposes

into 23x and Cu20 for Sr-rich compositions. For Ca-rich compositions, a slightly different

decomposition process was found that results in 23x, 22x, CaO, and Cu20.

Finally, several of the secondary phases, 22x and 2201 specifically, have melting points

lower than that of the 2212 phase. Samples containing these phases undergo partial melting

around 820°C to 840°C in oxygen. The use of liquid phases would seem to be an attractive

approach to densifing these Bi-based ceramics. Indeed, a significant difference is seen in

terms of porosity between the two samples shown in Figure 5.6. However, this liquid phase

was observed to coat and solidify around the 2212 grains on cooling. Given the need for

clean grain boundaries due to the short coherence length of the high-temperature

superconductors, a process that uses a low-melting secondary phase for densification would

appear to be very difficult to control in terms of maximizing the superconducting properties.

The use of TEM to distinguish between solid solution and intergrowth effects during

compositional measurements showed the extent of Bi substitution for Sr and/or Ca to be

! smaller than previously reported[27,32,33,37,38,74]. The present study is the only one to

i

i i I I III I III
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date that has taken into account the effects of intergrowths in measurements of the 2212 solid

solution. Figure 5.8 clearly shows the solid solution regions determined by apparent

compositions measured in either the SEM or TEM to be ill-defined and skewed in the

direction of the 2201 solid solution region shown in Figure 5.2. The solid solution region

determined by measuring the actual compositions was much more symmetric and can be

approximated by an ellipse. Sr and Ca account for most of the observed solid solubility in

the 2212 phase as indicated in Figures 5.9-5.11 and Tables 5.10-5.13. A smaller amount of

Bi substitution for Sr or Ca accounts for the rest. The measured Bi content in any one sample

was never observed to fall below the ideal stoichiometric molar ratio of 2. The Cu

concentration, as determined by measurements of the actual composition, was nearly

stoichiometric and varied very little over the entire compositional range. Based on these

results, two substitution schemes can be explicitly stated. The first is simply the interchange
i

between Sr and Ca. The second is slightly more involved. It appears that Bi can substitute

for Sr and/or Ca. However, it appears that the reverse substitution of Sr or Ca for Bi does not

occur since the measured Bi content of the superconducting phase was never found to dip

below the ideal stoichiometric molar ratio of 2.

The solid solution region was found to be quite stable with temperature in 100% oxygen.

The extent of the Sr-Ca interchange was found to slightly decrease with increasing

temperatures. Likewise, very little change was observed when the oxygen partial pressure

was dropped to 1.0% oxygen at 800°C. However, a further decrease to 0.1% 02 at 800°C

significantly decreased the Ca-solubility in the 2212 phase. The Sr-rich end of the 2212 solid

solution region remained essentially unchanged. The large decrease seems to be related to

the decomposition reactions 5.1 and 5.2. Apparently, compositions of the 2212 phase that

decompose in Ar via reaction 5.1 are stable in an oxygen partial pressure of 0.1% 02 at

800°C while those that decompose by reaction 5.2 are not.
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The ideal 2212 composition appears to lie on or just outside the edge of the solid

_._ solution region based on measurements of the actual composition. This observation is in

J general agreement with two previous works by Hong et al and Sinclair et al[33,74]. The

proximity to the edge of the solid solution region may explain why it is difficult to produce

single-phase material starting with the ideal 2212 stoichiometry. Other studies in which

x-ray microanalysis in the SEM was used for cgmpositional analysis have shown the ideal

compositions of the superconducting phases to clearly lie outside of the measured solid

solution regions[32,37,38]. The solid solution region determined by Golden et al [38].

appears to be similar in shape to the one determined by the SEM and TEM apparent

measurements shown in Figure 5.7. However, their region was shifted to higher Bi contents

and did not contain the ideal 2212 composition. The authors reported a significant

heterogeneity in compositional measurements of the 2212 phase for any given film and the

presence of a liquid phase during sintering of their thin films. Hence, the compositional

measurements reported by Golden et al could have been influenced by significant numbers

of 2201 intergrowths within the 2212 phase and/or the presence of solidified liquid phases

that are known to be Bi-rich. In a recent work, Majewski et al determined a single phase

_ region for the 2212 superconductor that showed an increase in the Sr solubility of the 2212

_i_ phase with increasing temperatures. They also showed compositions of the 2212 phase that

_I were Ca-rich and stable at 820°C to decompose upon heating to higher temperatures[37].
!

The ranges found in the present work for Sr and Ca at 800°C are in good agreement with the

latter study. However, only a small amount of change was observed in the Ca-rich end while

essentially no change in the Sr-rich end of the solid solution region occurred with increasing

temperatures in the present studies. Various compositions of the 2212 phase were

determined to be stable up to their respective melting points. It was found that Ca and Bi-

rich 2212 compositions melted approximately 20°C lower than other compositions in the

solid solution region. Some of the differences between the present work and that of
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Majewski et al may arise from the fact that the former work was carried out in 100% 02

while the latter work was performed in air. Note that in the present study, a significant

:1 portion of the Ca-rich end of the solid solution region was found to be unstable in low

oxygen partial pressures. Finally, Majewski et al suggested that the Cu layers are not

i completely occupied in order to account for the Bi in excess of the ideal stoichiometric

amount of 2. Clearly, such a statement cannot be made in light of the present work showing
,i,_.

the influence of intergrowths on the compositional measurements.

iI It is logical to assume that compositions near the middle of the solid solution region will

be the easiest to process into single-phase material. Based on these results, this would be a

composition such as Bi2.1Srl.7eal.2eu2Oy, which is slightly enriched in Bi and deficient in

Sr+Ca with some extra Ca substituted for Sr. This particular composition was made in the

, second study and was found to be essentially single phase as shown in Figure 5.6a. This

_ particular composition was also found to have the highest melting point of all 2212'i!

compositions examined by DTA. One further consideration in choosing a composition for a

particular application is the compositional effect on the superconducting transition

_'iI temperature. As noted earlier, Te was found to be highest for compositions of the 2212 phase

ii_',_1 that were near the bottom edge of the solid solution region where the sum of Sr+Ca was

_ closest to the ideal stoichiometric ratio of 3. However, compositions closest to the lower

boundary may not be as easy to process into single-phase material due to the small solubility

limits of Cu in the 2212 phase. Fluctuations in the local stoichiometry in any part of the

sample will be more likely to lead to the formation of secondary phases for compositions
,!

near the boundaries of the solid solution region as opposed to compositions directly in the

middle. Hence, compromises may have to be made in order to prepare single-phase material

with the highest possible Tc.
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5.4. Summary

!_ Several series of samples from two separate studies were used to characterize the phase

relationships and solid solution region of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy superconductor. TEM analysis

of the 2212 superconducting phase was necessary in order to separate solid solution and

intergrowth effects in the compositional measurements. Based on the compositional

_ measurements of the 2212 and secondary phases, variations in the overall stoichiometry can

be accommodated by changes in (1) the amounts, types, and compositions of any secondary
phases which may be present, (2) the number of intergrowths within the 2212 phase

(apparent composition), and/or (3) the solid solution composition of the superconducting

' phase (actual composition). Most of the solid solubility exhibited by the 2212 phase exist

between Sr and Ca. A smaller amount exist between Bi and (Sr+Ca). Based on the

_ compositional measurements, two substitution schemes are presented. This first is just the

interchange between Sr and Ca. The second involves the substitution of Bi for Sr or Ca. The

reverse substitution of Sr or Ca for Bi appears to be unfavorable. The length (c-axis) of the

unit cell was found by lattice parameter measurements to increase in direct proportion to the

amount of Sr substituted for Ca in the 2212 phase. No correlation was found between lattice

constants and transition temperatures. Rather, the highest Tc's were found in annealed

samples for which the Sr+Ca content of the superconducting phase was closest to the ideal

stoichiometric ratio of 3 (42.86 at.%) although much more work will be needed to completely

determine the relationships between the cation compositions, oxygen partial pressure, and Tc.

The whole solid solution region appears to be quite stable and shrinks only slightly with

increasing temperatures in oxygen. It was found that several of the Bi and Ca-rich 2212

compositions have substantially lower melting points compared to the rest of the solid

solution region. At the reduced oxygen partial pressure of 0.1%, a substantial part of the Ca-

rich solid solution region is unstable. This appears to be related to the decomposition

products of the 2212 phase in inert atmospheres. The ideal 2212 composition appears to lie
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on or just outside the edge of the solid solution region. This may explain why nominal 2212

samples are difficult to produce in single phase form. The small solubility limit of Cu in the

2212 phase makes local compositional fluctuations within the samples more likely to form

secondary phases for overall compositions near the boundaries of the solid solution region

rather than for compositions in the middle. Hence, one may have to compromise on the

choice of an overall composition to use in order to prepare single-phase material with the

highest possible Tc.
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6. CRYSTALLIZATION FROM THE GLASSY STATE

The crystallization of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy glasses provides a convenient format for

examining the formation process of the 2212 phase and other competing phase developments.

In this chapter, a detailed look at the phase transformations and reactions kinetics of the

crystallization process is presented. The results of this chapter compliment the solidification

studies presented in Chapter 7.

6.1. Characterization of the Glassy State

__1,1 Microstructural analysis

i__ Glassy material produced by splat-quenching typically had smooth surfaces, a glossy-_,_ black appearance, and an average thickness of 3001.tm with lateral dimensions extending up

to several centimeters: Figure 6.1 contains a powder diffraction scan of amorphous material

with a nominal composition of 2212 and is typical of material processed with alumina

. crucibles in this work. The amorphous state can be inferred from XRD by the presence of
o

two broad peaks. X-ray diffraction sometimes detected a small peak at 33.1" (2201), as

indicated in Figure 6.1, although this phase was never observed by TEM or SEM. The

presence of the 2201 may result from a small amount of surface crystallization during the

quench[57]. On a microscopic scale, most of the glasses were found to be uniform in

composition as determined by SEM and TEM. Only samples with high Ca contents

(Bi2Sr2CaxCu2Oy x_> 1.5) were found to have CaO as a significant secondary phase.

Occasionally, several submicron SrO particles could be observed in glassy material examined

in the TEM. Shown in Figure 6.2 is a TEM micrograph of glassy material with a nominal

composition of Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy. In this particular sample, no crystalline phases are

v
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Figure 6.1 A typical XRD scan of the glassy material used in this work.

present nor are any indicated in the selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern. In general, the

glasses used in the study were considered to be free of crystalline phases.

6.1.2 _Thermalanalysis of the glassy material

DTA and TGA heating curves are shown in Figure 6.3 for a glass sample with a nominal

Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy stoichiometry. A complete list of thermal events can be found in Table

6.1 SEM/EDS measurements of the glass matrix from th!s sample revealed an overall

composition of Bi2.08Sr].90Cal.21Cu2.02Oy. The glass transition was observed at 398°C in

Ar and 415°C in 02. The two crystallization exotherms at 488°C and 519°C in O2 are

replaced by one at 467°C plus two smaller exotherms at higher temperatures in Ar. In this

work, the second exotherm observed by DTA in oxygen was always the strongest in contrast
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Figure 6.2 TEM micrograph of a nominal Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy glass.

)iz_i to other studies[54,55,56,61]. It is difficult to ascribe a particular reason for this. Several

factors such as starting compositions, quenching techniques, sample preparation, or

conditions for DTA experiments can account for differences between these works. For

example, it was found that grinding powders just prior to the DTA experiments was essential

_| for reproducibility.

_!'! Two smaller endotherms at 691°C and 852°C precede the main melting event at 886°C in

oxygen. Melting in argon is seen to occur at a much lower temperature with an onset of

748°C. The presence of the second endotherm in Ar is questionable since no comparable

thermal event is seen in the cooling curve, nor is it reproduced upon sequential DTA scans in

Ar. Most likely, it corresponds to a phase that is stable in 02 and, in this case, forms during

initial crystallization in Ar with whatever oxygen is available in the glass. Upon melting, the

oxygen is lost and the phase does not form on cooling.
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Figure 6.3 DTA and TGA heating scans in oxygen and DTA heating

scan in Ar of a glass sample with a nominal starting
composition of Bi2Sr2Cal.2eu2Oy. Onset and peak values

• for the indicated thermal events are listed in Table 6.1.

TGA results indicate a substantial amount of oxygen absorption takes place upon heating

_ the glass in oxygen. Although oxygen absorption starts near the glass transition temperature,

most occurs between 600"C and 700"C. The amount of oxygen picked up by the sample

amounted to the equivalent of 0.41 oxygen atoms per copper atom in the sample assuming y



Table 6.1 List of thermal events from the DTA and TGA experiments on the glass sample with a nominal composition of
Bi2SrICa 1.2Cu2Oy.

Differential Thermal Analysis

Heating Curve in 02 Heating Curve in Ar

Thermal Onset Peak Thermal Onset Peak
Event Temperature Temperature Event Temperature Temperature

A1. Glass Transition 415"C B1. Glass Transition 398"C
A2. Exotherm 488°C 498°C B2. Exotherm 467"C 478°C
A3. Exotherm 519°C 526°C B3. Exotherm 582°C 600"C
A4. Endotherm 691 °C 701°C B4. Exotherm 645°C 660°C
A5. Endotherm 852"C 866"C B5. Endotherm 748°C 768°C
A6. Endotherm 886°C 901°C B6. Endotherm 815"C 826"C -a
A7. Endotherm 922"C 925"C
A8. Baseline Shift 934"C 937"C

Thermogravimetrie Analysis

Event Temperature Weight Percent

C1. Start 02 absorbtion 420"C 100.00%
C2. Change 02 absorbion rate 700"C 101.30%
C3. Stop 02 absorbtion 790°C 101.47%
C4. Start 02 loss 830"C 101.47%
C5. End Experiment 850"C 101.39%

ii IIII ii I i m iI i I II I ii II I_1 m I I I II [ I I I I
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I;igure 6.4 XRD scans of a nominal Bi2Sr2Cal2Cu2Oy glass heat
treated in oxygen at 865"C for 100 hours and'Ar at 750"C
for 25 hours. The symbols associated with each of the
phases are as follows: (+) - 2212, (o) - 2201, and (x) -
Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy.

= 8.2 for tile composition Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy and full oxidation at the peak in the TGA curve.

An abrupt change in the oxygen uptake was noted around 700"C which is in the temperature

range of tile first endotherm observed by DTA. At 830°C, the sample started to undergo a

weight I_ss which was continuous to 850°C where the experiment was stopped.

As a reference point for the crystallization study, powder diffraction scans of

Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy samples annealed at 750°C in argon and 865"C in oxygen for 25 and 100

hours respectively are presented in Figure 6.4. A list of phases and compositions as

determined by XRD, SEM, and TEM for this particular sample can be found in Table 6.2.

The Ar anneal was limited to 25 hours as the furnace tube was observed to darken. Upon



Table 6.2 List of average compositions for phases found in the Bi2Sr2Cal 2Cu2Oy sample after various anneals as
discussed in the text. The measured compositions for all elements _e listed. The compositions listed in bold
are for the 2212 phase and are an average of at least ten separate grain measurements. All other phases are an
average of at least five separate grains. Compositions were determined by SEM and TEM analysis as
indicated.

Sample History Phases and Composition

As-Quenched (glass) Bi2.08Srl.90Cal.21Cu2.02Oy (SEM)
(glass) Bi2.05Srl.86Cal.26Cu2.03Oy (I'EM)

650"C in 02 for 1 min Bi2.24Srl.97Cal.02Cul.77Oy, Bil.87Srl.38Cal.41Cu0.34Oy, CuO/Cu20, SrO (I'EM)

650"C ha 02 for 100 hours Bi2.39Srl.88Ca0.94Cul.79Oy, Bi0.90Sr0.92Ca2.01Cu0.17Oy,
Bil.67Srl.51CaI.56Ca0.27Oy, Bi0.04Sr0.08Ca0.89Cu0.97Oy, CuO, SrO (TEM) ._

750"C in 02 for 1 min Bi2.18Srl.77Cal.12Cul.93Oy, CuO, SrO (TEM)

750"C in 02 for 100 hours Bi2.17Srl.72Cal.19Cul.93Oy, Bi0.05Sr0.10Ca0.g2Cul.03Oy, CuO, SrO (rEM)

750"C in Ar for 25 hours Bi2.00Srl.64Cal.19Cu0.17Oy, Cu20, Bi2.13Srl.10Ca0.73Cu0.04Oy (SEM)

800"C in 02 for 1 min Bi2.19Srl.75Cal.17Cul.88Oy, CuO, SrO, Bi0.04Sr0.10Ca0.82Cul.03Oy (TEM)

865"C in 02 for 1 min Bi2.13Srl.64Cal.27Cul.96Oy, CuO, SrO (TEM)

865"C in 02 for 25 hours Bi2.12Srl.69Cal.21Cul.9sOy, CuO, SrO (TEM)
Bi0.37Sr5.62Cas.28Cu23.74Oy (SEM)

865"C in 02 for 100 hours Bi2.10Srl.72Cal.20Cul.99Oy, SrO (TEM)
Bi0.44St6.06Cas.24Cu23.25Oy (SEM)

1
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exposure to oxygen, the film on the tube wall turned yellow, the color of Bi203. However,

Bi loss was not detected by either SEM/EDS or ICP analysis and was assumed to be

negligible. Phases found in the sample annealed at 750"C in Ar were identified by XRD as

Cu20 and Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy[22]. A small amount of another Bi-Sr-Ca-O phase was detected in

the SEM and compositional measurements suggested it to be similar to Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy[22].

Resistivity measurements showed the argon-annealed sample to be semiconducting. No

differences between this sample and the glass were observed by DTA in Ar and the

endotherm marked B5 in Figure 6.3 is assigned to the melting of Bi2Sr3-xCaxOy. Melting of

Bi2Sr3-xCaxOy around 750°C in Ar seems to be related to an oxygen deficiency as Roth et al

reported a similar rhombohedral Bi2Sr3Oy phase to melt incongruently in air between 1200°C

and 1220°C[22].

Almost all peaks in the x-ray scan in Figure 6.4 of the oxygen-annealed sample could

be indexed to the 2212 phase[17]. Small amounts of Srln.xCaxCu240 and SrO were found

by SEM and TEM analysis[69]. Zero-resistance (TR-0) for this sample was measured at

72K. DTA in O2 of this sample did not detect the lower two endotherms around 700°C and

860"C noted earlier for the amorphous sample. Therefore, melting of the 2212 phase is
associated with the endotherm marked A6 in Figure 6.3 with an extrapolated onset

,: temperature of 886"C.

Finally, the results of the crystallization process discussed in sections 6.2 and 6.3 for

Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy are not restricted to this particular composition. DTA scans shown in

Figure 6.5 for the series Bi2Sr2Cal+xCu2Oy (x = 0.5,0.2,0,-0.2,-0.5) indicate that the

crystallization process in 02 is the same for all compositions around the 2212 stoichiometry.

Variations in peak intensities and onset temperatures can be attributed to changes in the

starting composition. With increasing Ca, the two crystallization exotherms labeled 1 and 2

move closer together and slightly upwards in temperature with a shift in intensity to peak 2.

Differences in onset temperatures and intensities can be seen for the endotherms labeled 3, 4,
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and 5 in Figure 6.5. As will be shown in Section 6.2, these endotherms are associated with

the melting of Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy, 2201 and 2212 respectively. The shift in intensity from

endotherm 5 to 4 can be correlated with previous work discussed in Chapter 5 on this series

of compositions in which greater amounts of 2201 were found in the final equilibrium phase
,?

assemblage as the starting Ca content was decreased.

i
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_rucible reactions

Glassy material processed with alumina crucibles was found by ICP analysis to contain

approximately 2.25 at.% AI. In order to determine the effects of the AI contamination, two

samples with nominal compositions of 2212 were processed as glassy material using alumina

and platinum crucibles respectively. These samples were then examined and compared in the

as-quenched and crystallized states for any significant differences.

XRD scans of samples processed with A1203 (sample A) or Pt (sample B) crucibles in

' I ' I ' I ; I ; I '

:;{,:

0

. • ¢=_
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Figure 6.6 XRD scans of (a) sample A and (b) sample B in the as
quenched state and (c) sample A and (d) sample B after
annealing at 865°C in oxygen for 25 hours. Secondary
t_hases 2201 and Sr14.xCaxCu24Oy are denoted as * and 1"
respectively. All other peaks in annealed samples could be
indexed to 2212.
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__ the as-quenched and fully crystallized states are shown in Figure 6.6. Sample A was found to

contain a trace of a secondary phase that may be 2201 although investigations by SEM and

TEM revealed a completely homogeneous material with no crystalline phases. This may be

the result of a small amount of surface crystallization as discussed earlier. ICP analysis

results in Table 6.3 showed sample A to contain approximately 2.25 atomic percent AI. This

contamination was detected in the TEM only, presumably due to the better peak-to-

background ratio. SEM/EDS analysis of the glass matrix was in agreement with ICP results

for the Bi, Sr, Ca, and Cu when the A1 content determined by ICP was taken into account.

Sample B was found to contain several secondary phases in the as-quenched state.

'!!/ Using a processing temperature of 1075°C, CaO was always found in samples splat-quenched

with platinum crucibles regardless of the starting composition while only samples with high

Ca contents (Bi2Sr2CaxCu2Oy x> 1.5) were found to have CaO as a second phase when

alumina crucibles were used. The other peaks detected by XRD in sample B correspond to

2201 and Sr14-xCaxCu24041 (14-24 phase)[69]. Of these two phases, only a few widely

i__ scattered grains of the 14-24 phase were ever observed by TEM within the glass sample

while SEM revealed only the glass matrix and CaO. ICP results in Table 6.3 showed that Pt

contamination accounted for approximately 0.02 atomic percent of the sample and was not

i_ detected by EDS analysis in either the SEM or TEM. The presence of secondary phases,

!_ particularly CaO, did not affect the composition of the glass matrix to any appreciable extent.

SEM/EDS measurements listed in Table 6.3 show only a slight deficiency in the Ca content

compared to the iCP results.

DTA scans of samples A and B in the as-quenched state are shown in Figure 6.7. Most

thermal events in the two scans can be matched suggesting that the crystallization processes

for both samples are essentially the same. Onset and peak temperatures listed in Table 6.4

for the melting of the 2212 phase (endotherms A6 and B8) were nearly identical. However,

some minor differences in these scans suggest that the small amount of aluminum in sample

i

lu



Table 6.3 Summary of results from ICP and EDS compositional measurements. Unless otherwise noted, EDS
measurements were performed in the SEM.

As-Quenched
Sample A - ICP analysis 28.64 26.56 13.91 28.63 2.26
Sample B - ICP analysis 30.19 27.85 12.62 29.30 0.02
Sample A - glass matrix a 28.88 26.20 13.64 29.03
Sample B - glass matri:: 30.59 27.74 11.75 29.93

Sample A Annealed b
2212c 31.59 27.16 13.06 28.19
14-24 phase 1.04 18.45 18.61 61.90 ,,_
Sr.Ca.A1.O c =33.3 =33.3 =33.3 ',_
CuO 100

Sample B Annealed b
2212 c 30.52 27.78 13.30 28.40
14-24 phase 0.83 22.66 13.91 62.60
CaO 0.26 2.15 97.59

aSample composition was normalized to 97.75% to account for the A1contamination determined by ICP analysis. All
other compositions were normalized to 100%.

bSample was annealed for 25 hours at 865°C in 02 followed by an air quench to room temperature.

CAverage composition determined from measurements in the TEM.
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Figure 6.7 DTA scans of as-quenched material from samples A and B.
Both scans were performed in flowing oxygen with a
heating rate of 10°C/min.
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Table 6.4 List of thermal events from DTA for Sample A
and Sample B

Thermal Onset Peak

Event Temperature Temperature

Sample Aa
A1. Glass Transition 409°C
A2. Exotherm 462°C 475"C

_ A3. Exotherm 512°C 517°C
A4. Endotherm 710°C 724°C
A5. Endotherm 859°C 880"C
A6. Endotherm 887°C 899°C
A7. Endotherm 922°C 925°C
A8. Baseline Shift 934°C 937°C

Sample Bb
_!i_ B 1. Glass Transition 405°C
i_ B2. Exotherm 454°C 466°C

i] B3. Exotherm 507°C 514°C
j_ B4. Exotherm 569°C 596°C
• B5. Exotherm 628°C 643°C

B6. Endotherm 697°C 717°C
B7. Endothermic Onset 869°C
B8. Endotherm 889°C 898°C
B9. Endotherm 920°C 935°C

B 10. Baseline Shift 942°C 9t,7*C

aSample A was processed as a glass using an alumina crucible.

bSample B was processed as a glass using a platinum crucible.
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A inhibits the formation process of 2212 and affects phase formation in the partially molten

state. Differences were found in endotherms A5 and B7 which correspond to the melting of

2201 which is an intermediate phase in the formation of 2212 for these compositions. This

formation process will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. Two exotherms

between 600"C and 700"C were found by DTA for sample B while only a little unevenness in

the baseline is seen in this temperature range during DTA of sample A. One or both of the

! these additional exotherms may correspond to the transformation of 2212 from 2201 since

this process begins between 550"C and 650"C. Although no 2201 was detected in either

sample after anneals at 865°C, as will be discussed below, the substantially larger intensity

for thermal event A5 and the lack of any exotherms around 650°C in the DTA scan of sample

A is consistent with a reduced formation rate for 2212. Finally, comparison of thermal

events above the peritectic involving 2212 suggest substantial differences in the partially

melted state. Since no CaO was found in the glassy material processed with the alumina

crucible, it appears that a small amount of AI introduced into the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system

lowers the liquidus and/or inhibits the separation of CaO in the partially molten state. It is

interesting to note that A1203 as well as Bi203 are conditional glass formers[75]. The

relative ease of producing glass free of secondary phases with alumina crucibles under the

conditions used in this study and the reduced formation rate of 2212 upon crystallization may

be attributed to the small contamination of AI resulting in a slightly more stable glass.

Alternatively, the lack of heterogeneous nucleation sites in sample A could also account for

the slower kinetics, although this seems less likely since the secondary phases found in

sample B in the glassy state were rather large and unevenly distributed. In any case, the

actual sequence of phase transformations associated with the crystallization process do not

appear to change with the small addition of AI.

XRD scans of samples A and B annealed for 25 hours at 865°C and quenched in air are

also shown in Figure 6.6. All major peaks could be indexed to 2212 and secondary phases
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were estimated to comprise less than 5% of either sample. No CaO peaks were observed by
!

XRD in sample B indicating that most of it had reacted during heat treatment. Bright field

TEM micrographs in Figure 6.8 show a random grain orientation for both samples. Grain

sizes on the average were slightly larger in sample B and no secondary phases containing Pt

were ever found by either SEM or TEM analysis. On the other hand, sample A contained

small Al-rich crystals at some of the grain boundaries as shown in Figure 6.8. These particles

were only observable by TEM. Semiquantitative analysis in the TEM gave an approximate

composition of SrCaA1Oy. Aside from any weak-link problems that may be present, these

particles may adversely effect transport properties by disrupting contact between

superconducting grains. This could especially be a problem in thin films where the size of

these particles becomes comparable to the film thickness or the width of any device features.

On the other hand, the small size of these particles suggests a possible use as a flux pinning •

center provided they could be produced as very small (< 5nm) inclusions within the grains

rather than as a grain-boundary phase. In any case, A1 contamination should be considered a

_ possibility during bulk or thin film processing using alumina crucibles or substrates.

Compositional measurements of the superconducting and secondary phases are listed in

Table 6.3. TEM/EDS was used for analysis of the superconducting phase due to the small

grain sizes as shown in Figure 6.8. Compositions of the 2212 phase in both samples were
I

found tobe similar with identical transition temperatures of 88K determined from the onset

of the diamagnetic signal in the low-field SQUID. Within the limits of the EDS technique,

neither Pt nor AI were detected in the superconducting phase. While the small amounts of

:_,, A1 did not affect the superconducting phase, the effects of Pt on the superconducting
:%

properties of the 2212 phase cattnot be determined from this work because so little

_' contamination from the crucible was encountered. Intentional additions of Pt to the Bi-Sr-

::_: Ca-Cu-O system are needed to investigate possible Pt substitution into the superconducting

phase and any resulting effects on To.
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Identification of secondary phases such as Sr14-xCaxCu24041 in annealed samples was

performed in the TEM. For statistical purposes, however, SEM analysis was used for

compositional analysis of the secondary phases because of their low volume fraction and the

ability in the SEM to examine a larger amount of material compared to TEM. As shown in

Table 6.3, sample B contained the 14-24 phase and a few unreacted CaO particles. Sample A

contained the 14-24 phase, CuO, and the SrCaA1Oy particles observed in the TEM. CuO

probably forms in order to balance the amount of Sr and Ca that preferentially combine with

AI. Hence, small differences in overall compositions of the samples and changes in effective

stoiehiometry introduced by the small amount of AI contamination were accommodated

largely by changes in the number, composition, and possibly the volume fraction of

secondary phases present.

6.2. Crystallization

._,2.1 lsochronal anneals

Phase formation associated with the crystallization process as recorded by DTA was

investigated using a series of one minute anneals at temperatures from 475°C to 865°C.

Pieces of the glassy material were heated at a rate of 10°C per minute, held for one minute,

and then quenched in air. The results presented here are for the Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy

composition. Powder diffraction scans of the one-minute anneals can be found in Figure

6.9. Various phases have been marked to note their presence as a function of temperature.
:i

Figure 6.10 contains TEM micrographs and selected area diffraction patterns (SAD) for the

anneals at 475°C, 500°C, and 550°C.

One minute al; 475°C and 500°C For the sample annealed at 475°C, XRD and SAD

revealed only broad, diffuse rings as seen in Figure 6.9 and 6.10a. However, small

crystallites with a lzttice spacing of 12A were observed in the bright-field (BF) TEM image,
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Figure 6.9 XRD scans of the one-minute anneals in the temperature range of
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Figure 6.11 Lattice image of a 2201 cry stallite from the one-minute anneal at
500°C. Intergrowths of a 15tl, phase are marked. The lattice fringes
marked as 2.8_ correspond to [200]. or [020]. planes of these phases.

many of which contained intergrowths of a 15/_ phase. Several broad peaks are evident in

XRD from the sample annealed at 500"C and can be indexed to 2201 and Cu20. TEM

analysis revealed only the crystallites and Cu20 as shown in Figure 6.10b. These crystallites

and intergrowths probably correspond to the 2201 and 2212 phases respectively since 12/_

and 15/I,are approximately one-half of the c-axis repeat distance for each phase. Figure 6.11

shows a typical 2201 crystallite with several 2212 intergrowths from the sample annealed at

500°C. Not all of the material had crystallized at this point as convergent beam electron

diffraction (CBED) revealed a significant amount of amorphous material surrounding the

Cu20 and 2201 crystallites. This was also confirmed by selected area diffraction (SAD)

which showed ring patterns from the 2201 and Cu20 phases superimposed upon a broad
diffuse halo.
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nQ_.0..¢minute at 550"(_ The addition of Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy to those phases already present

was noted by x-ray diffraction. The Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy phase can be distinguished from 2201

and 2212 by a peak at 42.4 ° as shown in Figure 6.4. In addition, some CaO and a significant

amount of SrO were also observed by TEM. Both BF and SAD micrographs shown in

Figure 6.10c indicate that very little amorphous material is left at this point. The SAD pattern

does not show the broad halos present in SAD patterns from the samples annealed at 475°C

and 500"C. None of these phases were large enough to be readily detected by SEM as no

differences were found in backscattered electron micrographs of polished cross sections of

this sample, the lower temperature anneals, and the as-quenched material.

One minute at 650"C At this point, XRD detected the presence of 2212 which was

confirmed by TEM analysis. However, most of the grains had multiple intergrowths of the

_' _ 2201 phase. TEM/EDS measurements listed in Table 6.2 show the average composition of

the 2212 phases to be Bi-rich and Cu-deficient, consistent with the observed number of

intergrowths. No grains measured by compositional analysis in the TEM could be

considered purely 2201 or 2212. Further examination of the XRD scan in Figure 6.9 reveals

: that the x-ray diffraction peaks corresponding to Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy, Cu20, and CuO have

sharpened considerably. Grain sizes were approximately 0.5 gm. However, these phases

could not be distinguished from each other in the SEM as shown in Figure 6.13a.

One minute at 750*C Considerably more of the 2212 phase was found by XRD in this

sample along with small amounts of 2201 and CuO. Grains of the 2212 phase were much

larger and clearly defined compared to the sample annealed at 650°C. A few regions of 2201

could be still be found within these 2212 grains as marked in Figure 6.12b. Small grains of

the Al(Sr,Ca)2Oy phase that results from A1203 crucible contamination were observable

along some of the grain boundaries. The Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy phase was not detected in this

sample by either XRD or TEM analysis. Partial melting in the interior of the sample seems

to have occurred as suggested by the layered microstructure of SrO particles observed in the
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(a)

Figure 6.13 Backscattered electron micrographs from polished cross
sections of samples annealed for one minute in oxygen at
(a) 650"C, (b) 750°C, (c) 800°C, and (d) 865°C.
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SEM. This layered structure is present for all of the one-minute anneals above 750°C as!

_ shown in Figure 6.13. The presence of a liquid would explain the large difference in

microstructure observed in the TEM and SEM between the samples annealed for one minute

at 650°C and 750°C. Partial melting is consistent with DTA results which show the oxygen-

deficient Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy phase to melt in Ar at 750"C. Since Cu20 was still present at 650°C

after one minute in oxygen, it is reasonable to assume that at least part of the sample is still

oxygen deficient. Hence, endotherm A4 in Figure 6.3 corresponds to melting of the Bi2Sr3-

xCaxOy phase. The lower onset temperature of approximately 690°C is most likely a

compositional effect.
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Qne min0te at 800°C and 865*C The 2212 phase was the major phase identified in

samples annealed at 800"C and 865°C. Relative peak intensities for the sample annealed at

i 865°C are similar to those shown in Figure 6.4 for the sample annealed for 100 hours. The

relative amounts of 2201 and CuO diminished as indicated by XRD. Since 2201 was the

only other phase found above 800°C, besides SrO and CuO, the endotherm labeled A5 in

Figure 6.3 is associated with the melting of the 2201 phase. TEM micrographs in Figure 6.12

show very little change in grain size between the samples annealed for one-minute at 750°C

and 865°C. However, compositional analysis revealed the average compositions of the 2212

phase to approach the ideal ratios for Bi, Sr+Ca, and Cu with increasing anneal temperatures

as shown in Table 6.2. The results of these compositional changes are also apparent in the

SEM micrographs of Figure 6.13. Fewer large CuO grains and SrO particles were found in

the samples annealed at 800°C and 865°C.

Resistivity measurements on the three samples annealed at 475°C, 500°C, and 550°C

found them to be semiconducting with no signs of a superconducting transition. Resistivity

curves for the samples annealed for one minute at 650°C and above are shown in Figure 6.14.

All of these samples showed a semiconducting behavior in the normal state. Samples
i

_i_ annealed at 750°C and 800*C showed a small transition around 90K and a larger downward

trend starting around 40K. Zero resistance (TR-0) values could not be measured below the

, 10K limit of the closed-cycle cooling system of the resistivity setup. The sample annealed at

_: 865°C for one minute had a broad, single transition starting around 90K with TR=0 at 26K.

6.3. Isothermal Anneals

fi,3.1 Kinetically limited phase formation

By simply heating the glassy material used in this study to a temperature of 800°C or

greater for only one minute, it was found that a majority of the amorphous starting sample
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could be converted to the 2212 phase. This was not true for temperatures below 800°C.

Therefore, phase formation of the 2212 phase was also studied as a function of time by
t:
i

_veral isothermal anneals at 550°C, 650°C, 750°C in 02.

As shown in Figure 6.15, XRD did not detect the presence of 2212 even after

1000hours of annealing time. The major phase present was 2201. Peak widths from x-ray

diffraction and grain sizes observed in the TEM were similar for both of the samples

_ncaled for one minute and 1000 hours respectively. It was found that with the extended

anneals, Cu20 converts to CuO and the Bi2Sr3-xCaxOy phase disappears. The phases to

which Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy converted could not be accurately determined from either XRD or

'i_M due to the very small grain sizes. Resistivity measurements for all anneals at 550"C

showed a semiconducting behavior with no indication of a superconducting transition down

to 10K.

650°C Shown in Figure 6.16 are x-ray diffraction scans from three samples annealed

for one minute, 10, and 100 hours. XRD peaks belonging to both 2201 and 2212 were

observed to increase with extended anneals. As shown in Figure 6.17, both of these phases

were often contained within the same grain. The average composition of these grains from

the sample annealed for 100 hours reflected the presence of these two phases. No single

measured grain composition was found to be purely 2201 or 2212. Cu20 and Bi2Sr3-xCaxOy

wereagain found to disappear with extended annealing times. TEM analysis was needed to

completely determine all phases present since an unambiguous identification of all XRD

Peakswas not possible. Counting 2201 and 2212 separately, eight phases were observed by

TEMin the sample annealed for 100 hours. Measured compositions of these phases can be

found in Table II. CuO and SrO were present in various amounts after the 100 hour anneal

along with a CaCuO phase that was indexed according to an orthorhombic subcell



' Figure 6.15 XRD scans of several samples following extended anneals
at 550°C. Symbols associated with the various phases are
as follows: (o)"2201", (x) Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy, (1") CuO,
and (*) Cu20.
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:,:: Figure 6.16 XRD scans of samples annealed at 650°C for one minute,
_: 10, and 100 hours respectively. Several peaks in the 100
.... hour anneal could not be clearly indexed. The phases are

designated asfollows: (+) 2212, (o) 2201, (x) Bi2Sr3-
_:i, xCaxOy, (t") CuO, and (*) Cu20.
4 i

i

structure[23].. Bi2Sr3_xCaxOy was also found by TEM analysis, but in much smaller

amounts compared to the one minute anneal. Another phase with an approximate

composition of Bi2(SrCa2)2Oy seems to have formed at the expense of Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy and

appears to be related to a Sr6Bi2Oy phase reported by Roth et al[22]. It is probable that this

same phase evolution is also occurring at 550°C, but at a much slower rate.

750°C Significant amounts of 2201 developed as a function of time although not to

the extent found during anneals at 650°C. XRD and TEM revealed the 2212 phase to be the

major phase although many of these grains contained intergrowths and distinct regions of the
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Figure 6.17 Lattice image of a 2212 grain from the sample annealed at
_i_ 650°C for 100 hours that actually is composed of regions of
_i 2212 and 2201 as indicated. Also visible below the marked

t

_| 2201 phase is a region of alternating layers of 2212 and
_n 2201 of various thicknesses.

_1 2201 phase. Small amounts of CaCuO, CuO, and SrO were also identified by TEM.

Hence, the formation of 2212 at 750°C is still kinetically limited.

6_..3.2Equilibrium phase assemblage

i_ _800"Cand 865°C The dominant phase in all anneals was 2212 as determined by XRD,

i SEM, and TEM. The small amount of 2201 observed by XRD after the one minute anneals

at these temperatures quickly disappeared with extended annealing times. Resistivity data

shown in Figure 6.18 for the samples annealed at 865°C show a change from a

semiconducting to metallic behavior in the normal state and a sharpening of the

superconducting transition as the annealing time increased. However, resistivity results for
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the sample annealed for 100 hours still show a rather broad transition with an onset around

90K and zero-resistance at 72K. Overall, SEM analysis on samples heat treated at 865°C

_ showed a gradual disappearance of CuO needles and the appearance of a Sr14-xCaxCu24Oy

phase as the anneals were extended to 100 hours. A backscattered electron micrograph of a

polished-cross section from the sample annealed for 25 hours at 865°C is shown in Figure
6.19. The larger, dark needles are Sr14-xCaxCu24Oy while the very fine black particles are

:_I SrO. On either surface of the sample, a region of grain growth of the 2212 phase

perpendicular to the surface was observed. Grain sizes in this region were much larger than

_ in the middle sections of the sample, and it is separated from the bulk of the sample by a

layer consisting of small grains of Sr14-xCaxCu24Oy and voids. Within the bulk of the

i _ i , i i , _ i , i I i'"_ 1 i' , i i I i I i i , i i _ i
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Figure 6.18 Resistivity curves from the Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy glass
samples annealed at 865°C for 1 minute, 25, and 100 hours
showing an improvement in the superconducting transition
with annealing time.
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Figure 6.19 Backscattered electron micrograph of a cross section of the
i_| Bi2Sr2Cal.2Cu2Oy sample annealed for 25 hours at 865°C.

The layer of grain growth perpendicular to the surface is
typical of these glasses when heat treated at 800°C and

_!_1 above.

sample, no noticeable change in grain size of 2212 was observed by TEM with the extended

annealing times at 865°C. However, EDS analysis detected small changes in the average

composition of the 2212 phase for all the samples annealed at 8650C. A gradual trend

towards the ideal Bi2(Sr,Ca)3Cu2Oy was observed with extended anneals although the

measured composition of the 2212 phase from the 100 hour anneal at 865°C was still slightly

Bi rich as shown in Table 6.2.

2212 Stability. Due to the number of phases present at 650°C after 100 hours of

annealing time, a simple test was undertaken to determine the stability of the 2212 phase at
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this temperature. Pieces of the sample annealed at 865°C for 100 hours were reannealed at

650°C for 100 hours. The initial sample, as shown in Figure 6.4, was almost completely

single-phase 2212. After the anneal at 650°C, no changes could be detected by XRD

indicating that 2212, once formed, is quite stable and does not decompose at lower

temperatures into any of the phases observed during the crystallization process.

6.4. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to investigate the crystallization and low-temperature

phase formation of compositions in the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system close to the nominal 2212

stoichiometry. No systematic study was undertaken to determine an optimal heat treatment

schedule to maximize the superconducting properties. It was observed, however, that a

majority of the material could be converted to the 2212 phase at 800°C and above after one

minute of annealing in oxygen.

One important note to make before discussing the results of this study is that the initial

_i_ state of the glassy material and the heating rate used during crystallization will affect phase

formation from the glas'sy state. These considerations should be taken into consideration

when comparing results between the various crystallization studies found in the literature. In

this work, characterization of the glassy state revealed a significant oxygen deficiency.

_ Furthermore, glass pieces were crystallized as pieces rather than powders which limits the

uptake of oxygen. The phases that form during crystallization of the glass pieces in this

, study reflect this oxygen deficiency. Different results may be obtained, for example, if the

glassy material is crystallized as a powder in which the higher surface to volume ratio of the

powder allows for a faster equilibration with the surrounding atmosphere. Since

crystallization from the glassy state is a non-equilibrium process, it is not surprising that there
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_i maY be several different crystallization routes. In the end, however, these various

crystallization paths must arrive at the same equilibrium phase(s).

: It is not surprising that glasses can be obtained in this system given that Bi203 is a

' conditional glass former[75]. However, a better understanding of the glass formation process

•_: in the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O system can be obtained from the standpoint of kinetics. On cooling

through the liquidus, there must be kinetic factors that limit the crystallization process. For

example, direct crystallization of complex crystal structures is more difficult compared to

_ simple, open structures. Another consideration is the effect of the liquidus temperature. A

lowering of the liquidus corresponds to a decrease in the amount of energy available for

breaking bonds in the liquid necessary for crystallization to proceed[75]. Compositions near
ii

a eutectic, for example, are easier to form as a glass by a suitable quenching technique since

_i the liquid phase can exist at a lower temperature compared to other compositions further
d

i!_iI_;:I_| away from the eutectic. For the case at hand, similar effects occur due to oxygen deficiencies

,_ since this results in a lowering of the solidus temperature.

From the results of the TGA experiment on the as-quenched material, the amount of

_' oxygen absorbed on heating was calculated to be the equivalent of 0.41 oxygen per copper

atoms in the material. This is close to the value of 0.44 found by Nassau et al[55]. Based on
p,

this result, it can be assumed that at the processing temperature of 1075°C used in this study,

the melt is oxygendeficient. It is generally known that the high-Tc phases do not form in

deficiencies of oxygen. None of the superconducting phases were present, for example, in

the sample annealed in Ar at 750°C. For comparison, a large amount of 2212 was found in

the sampleannealed for only one minute in 02 at 750°C. In a related study, the perovskite

structure was found to be dependent upon the stability of the Cu+2 state in the Cu-O

planes[76]. In this crystallization study, one of the first phases to appear upon crystallization

of the oxygen-deficient glasses is Cu20 indicating that the oxidation state for a large amount

of the Cu is in the +1 state. In addition, DTA has shown that the absence of 02 lowers the
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solidus temperature. Given the oxygen deficiency in the melt, some undercooling of the

2212 phase can be expected during solidification. Polanka et al have observed such an

undercooling of 2212 by high-temperature x-ray studies of the melting and solidification

processes[53]. Therefore, an oxygen deficiency in the melt inhibits formation of the

superconducting phases and lowers the liquidus, both of which create favorable conditions

for quenching to the amorphous state.

Almost all compositions around the 2212 stoichiometry could be produced in glass form

1/ without significant amounts of secondary phases using alumina crucibles, although some A1
contamination was found by ICP. No A1 was observed to substitute into the superconducting

phases by TEM/EDS analysis. Impurity phases that contained AI were found along some of

the grain boundaries as shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.12. The presence of A1 within the

sample, however, does not appear to have altered the crystallization sequence. The

SrCaAIOy particles may have restricted grain growth since no difference in grain sizes can be

seen between the one minute and 100 hour anneal at 865°C. It is uncertain if the broad

i ,_ transitions and tails seen in the resistivity measurements of Figure 15 are the result of these

: particles at the grain boundaries. The same general distribution of Sr-Ca-A1-O particles was

foundby TEM for both of the samples annealed for one minute and 100 hours at 865°C. The

main differences between these anneals were in the types of impurity phases present and the

final composition of the superconducting phase, suggesting that compositional changes were,

to a large extent, responsible for the improvement in resistivity results.

The two exotherms that occur in the temperature ranges of approximately 440°C to

490°C and 500"C to 520°C were found to correspond to specific crystallization events in pure

02 based on the XRD, SEM, and TEM results from the one-minute anneals. These can be

written in their order of occurrence as:

[A] _ Bi2(Sr,Ca)2CuOy + Cu20 + [B] (6.1)
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[B] ---) Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy + SrO + CaO (6.2)

where [A]. is the original glass composition and [B]. is the resulting glass composition after

the first crystallization event. The composition of [B]. could not be accurately determined by

TEM/EDS analysis due to the small size of the residual amorphous regions. It might differ

from [A]. in cation content, oxygen content, or, more likely, a combination of the two. The

amounts and actual composition of each phase will be, in general, dependent upon the

starting composition. However, the same general crystallization events were found to occur

for all compositions around the 2212 stoichiometry as illustrated in Figure 6.5by DTA. This

was conf'trmed by x-ray analysis of one-minute anneals of another sample with composition

Bi2Sr2Ca0.8Cu2Oy.

The initial crystallization of 2201 is clearly illustrated in the TEM micrograph of Figure

_ 6.10a and is in agreement with most works by other groups on these glasses. The phase that

_ has not been reported to occur during initial crystallization is the oxygen-deficient

Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy. This phase was found to convert to other phases upon extended anneals at

550°C and 650°C in oxygen. Hence, this intermediate phase was probably missed in other

studies simply for a lack of short anneals. No 2212 was ever found at 550°C except as

'_ intergrowths within the 2201 crystallites even after 1000 hours of annealing. Apparently no:',,f.;;

,_ grain growth occurred during the 1000 hour anneal since broad peaks were still present in

,i XRD scans of Figure 6.15, an observation also noted by Nassau et al[55]. The lack of grain
'ii

growth result is probably related to the oxygen deficiency within the glass. 2201 nuclei form

with whatever oxygen can be taken from the surrounding material. Further grain growth or

conversion to the 2212 phase is limited by an oxygen deficiency surrounding the nuclei as

indicated by the simultaneous formation of Cu20 instead of CuO. Upon further heating, the

second crystallization of the residual glass between 500°C and 550°C results in the oxygen-

deficient Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy phase plus various amounts of SrO and CaO. Hence, five separate
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phases are present and continued formation of the 2201 and possibly 2212 phases during

extended anneals at 550°C is kinetically limited due to the low temperature and the phase

! !separationthat occurred on crystallization.
i_ At 650"C, XRD and TEM revealed the presence of the 2212 phase in the sample

- _nealed for one minute although no specific thermal event between 550°C and 650°C from

DTA scans can be matched to this observation. Based on the results from the short and

atcnded anneals, the formation of the 2212 phase appears to be a kinetically limited process

involving the conversion of the 2201 nuclei formed during the first stage of the

crystallization process. As shown in Figure 6.17, grains of the 2212 phase from the sample

annealed'for 100 hours at 650°C are actually a combination of both the 2212 and 2201
_ phases.This mixed structure results due to a combination of limited diffusion and the phase

_. separation that occurred during the earlier crystallization events. Eight separate phases were
rm

_ foundin the sample annealed for 100 hours at 650"C. It is evident that the system has not

_ii reached equilibrium after 100 hours at 865°C since the presence of eight phases is a clear

_:_ violation of the phase rule. As growth of the 2212 and 2201 phases proceeds at 650"C,

changes in the composition of the surrounding material is accommodated by the formation of

other phases. In this study, for example, CaCuO and Bi2(SrCa2)2Oy were observed to form

upon extended anneals at 650"C even though they were not initial crystallization products.

2212is the stable phase at this temperature as noted above.

Some authors have ascribed the small endotherm that occurs between 700°C and 750"C

__-:, as.the thermal event(s) connected with the formation of the 2212 phase[57,58]. Based on

_. results from this study, the endotherm labeled A4 in Figure 6.3 was found to be associated
_ wi ....,_ th the melting of the oxygen-deficient B_2Sr3.xCaxOv phase that formed dunng the second

o_ Crystallization event. Sample melting was also encountered around 700 C by Kramer et al_ . _ .

_, ._,_t,, " . . . . .

_?_! during crystalhzatlon under pressure m oxygen of similar glass samples[77]. The large

-_!__i_iiiiincrease in the amount of 2212 between the samples annealed at 750 C and 650 C for one
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minute is probably a result of liquid-aided diffusion. However, the formation of the 2212

phase is still kinetically limited at 750*C since 2201 and CaCuO were still present after 100

hours of annealing. Only at 800°C and above was the small amount of 2201 present after the

one-minute anneals found to disappear with extended anneals. As shown in Figure 6.12,

there is no apparent difference in grain sizes between the samples annealed for one minute at

750°C and 100 hours at 865°C. The main differences are in the types of secondary phases

_ present and the average composition of the 2212 phase. As the temperature of the anneal

•:! increased, the measured composition of the 2212 phase tended towards the ideal •

Bi2(Sr,Ca)3Cu2Oy composition. Based on the results of Chapter 5, this trend is probably

associated with a reduction in the number of intergrowths within the 2212 phase. The

measured composition of the 2212 phase was also observed to approach the ideal

composition for extended anneals at 865°C as depicted in Table 6.2. Given the x-ray data, it

is clear that a majority of the sample had been converted to the 2212 phase after only one

minute of annealing at 800°C and above. However, longer anneals were needed for the

sample to reach an equilibrium state and improve the superconducting properties as indicated

by compositional measurements of the 2212 grains and resistivity results.

3!!

_,_ 6.5. Summary

A detailed crystallization study of compositions near the 2212 stoichiometry was

undertaken to determine the sequence of events leading to the formation of the 2212 phase as

a function of annealing temperature and time in an oxygen environment. Glasses were

prepared with both Pt and A1203 crucibles. Although the melt wets both crucible materials,

very little reaction with the Pt crucible was observed. The glasses processedwith Pt

crucibles typically contained some CaO, Sr14-xCaxCu24Oy, and 2201 as secondary phases.

Glasses processed with alumina crucibles were nearly free of secondary phases, but
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_ contained approximately 2.5 atomic percent AI in solution. The crystallization process for

. _,_. both samples was determined to be essentially the same although the small addition of AI

seemed to inhibit the formation rate of the "2212" phase during crystallization. For

comparable samples processed with alumina and platinum crucibles, no differences in the

transition temperatures of the superconducting phase were found.

Crystallization of the glassy material was found to be influenced by an oxygen

deficiency present in the as-quenched glass. The crystallization process was found to occur

in two steps with the formation of 2201, Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy, and some simple oxides. The

Bi2Sr3-xCaxOy phase resulting from the crystallization process converts to other phases upon

annealing in oxygen below 700"C, and it melts during heating of the glass around 700*C.

The 2212 phase evolves from 2201 nuclei that form during initial crystallization. Its

formation from 2201 below 800°C was found to be kinetically limited, presumably by

diffusion. In contrast, a majority of the sample could be converted to the 2212 phase after

only one minute of annealing in 02 at 800*C and above. However, extended anneals at these

higher temperatures were needed for the system to reach its equilibrium state as shown by
iN

compositional measurements on individual grains and changes in the secondary phases

present.
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7. SOLIDIFICATION FROM THE MELT

In order to develop a reliable and efficient process for melt-processing of wires, tapes, or
'i

bulk forms, tile melting and solidification of both the 2201 and 2212 phases must be clearly

understood. In this chapter, the phases and microstructures that result during solidification

from the melt as a function of the oxygen partial pressure were identified in order to

understand and control the formation of the 2212 and other competing phases. A

representative 2201 sample was included in this investigation for comparison purposes since

i the 2201 phase is commonly found in solidified samples with a nominal 2212 stoichiometry.

7.1. Starting Materials

Two compositions, Bi2Sr2CalCu2Oy and Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CulOy, were used in this study.

Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CulOy was chosen as a representative composition for 2201 since it usually

contains around 5 at.% Ca when found in combination with 2212. Samples of

_'ii Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CUlOy and Bi2Sr2C.alCu2Oy were annealed in Ar or 02 _ind characterized

prior to their use in DTA and solidification experiments. X-ray scans and compositional

i measurements of the phases present in these samples can be found in Figure 7.1 and Tables

i' 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. The 2201 sample, Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CUlOy ,was initially processed as

a glass with an alumina crucible and, hence, contains a small amount of AI contamination as

described in Chapter 6. Heat treatment of this sample in O2 resulted in 2201 as the major

phase with minor amounts of 2212 and Sr14.xCaxCu24Oy. After the argon anneal, the phases

identified were Bi2Sr2-xCaxOy and Cu20/CuO plus a small amount of 2201. A complete

decomposition of this sample in argon was not quite achieved as indicated by the small

amount of 2201 still present.
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Figure 7.1 X-ray diffraction scans of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy sample
annealed in a) 02 and b) Ar. Al_o shown are "the x-ray
scans of the Bi2Srl 75Ca0 25CuOy sample annealed in c) 02
and d) Ar. The major phases aremarked as: (x)- 2212, (o)
- Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy, (1")- 2201, and (#) - Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy.



Table 7.1 Phases and compositions found during SEM compositional analysis of melt-processed and annealed samples
for Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CulOy. Compositions of the 2201 phase are listed in bold type.

Melt / Anneal Phases

Anneal in 02 at 865°C for 100 hours Bi2.09Srl.60Ca0.27Cul.04Oy Bi0.56Sr8.55Ca5.65Cu23.24Oy

Anneal in Ar 750"C for 100 hours Bi2.09Sr].53Ca0.29Cu0.09Oy Cu20 / CuO Bi2.18Srl.84Cao.llCUo.a7Oy c

Melt in 02 at 1000"C a Bi2.20Srl.71Ca0.12Cuo.97Oy Bi2.12Srl.22Ca0.64Cu0.04Oy CuO / Cu20
heat / cool +10"C/min Bi2.00Srl.92Cal.09Oy c CaO c

Melt in Ar at 900"C b Bi2.14Srl.60Ca0.24Oy Cu20 / Cu20
heat / cool ±10"C/rnin Bi2,2_Srl,_CaQ,!7CuQ,p7Ov c• i

aMaterial used was initially annealed in 02 at 865"C for 100 hours.

bMaterial used was initially annealed in Ar at 750*C for 100 hours

cpresent in minor amounts



Table 7.2 Phases and compositions found during SEM compositional analysis of melt-processed and annealed samples
for the nominal 2212 sample. Compositions of the 2212 phase are listed in bold print. During melting and
solidification, all heating and cooling rates were maintained at 10"C/min

Melt / Anneal Phases

Anneal in 02 at 865"C for 100 hours Bi2.15Srl.95Cao.91Cul.99Oy Bi0.25Sr8A6Ca 5.94Cu23.35Oy a

Anneal in Ar 750"C for 100 hours Bil.98Sr1.82Ca0.66Cu0.15Oy CuO/Cu20 Bi2.07Sr1.14Ca0.66Cuo.13Oy a

Anneal in 02 at 865"C for I00 hours Bi2.35Sr2.15Ca0.66Cu1.84Oy Bi2.17Sr2.15Ca0.66Cu0.97Oy
Melt in 02 at 1000"C Bi0.01Sr0.60Cal.43Cu0.97Oy Bi0.16Sr9.10Ca5.41Cu23.33Oy

Sr0.68Ca0.34Cu0.98Oy Bi2.16Sr2.60Cal.21Cu0.04Oy CaO
Bi2.08Sr0.79Cal.00Cu0.12Oy a + Cu20

Anneal in 02 at 865"C for 100 hours Bi2.38Sr2.12Cao.ssCu1.91Oy Bi2.17Srl.62Ca0.21Cul.00Oy
Melt in 20% 02 at 1000°C Sr0.68Ca0.32Cul.00Oy CaO

BiI.99Sr2.04Ca0.94Cu0.03Oy + Cu20/CuO Bi2.10Sr1.06Ca0.69Cu0.15Oy a

Anneal in 02 at 865"C for 100 hours Bi2.31Srl.96Cao.72Cu2.00Oy Bi2.19Srl.58Ca0.20Cul.03Oy
Melt in 1% 02 at 1000°C Sr0.70Ca0.29Cul.01Oy CaO

Bi2.07Sr2.03Ca0.87Cu0.03Oy + Cu20/CuO Bi2.10Sr0.87Ca0.93Cu0.11Oy a

Anneal in Ar 750°C for 100 hours Bi2.00Sr2.25Ca0.69Cu0.06Oy + Cu20/CuO CaO
Melt in Ar at 900"C Bi2.20SrlA6Ca0.34Cul.01Oy a Bi2.09Sr1A7Ca0.35Cu0.09Oy a

Anneal in 02 at 865°C for 100 hours Bi2.22Srl.88Ca0.89Cu2.01Ov Bi2.17Sr1.62Ca0.21Cul.00Oy CaO
Melt in 02 at 1000°C Sr0.66Cal.33Cul.00Oy Bi0_lSSrs.30Ca5.54Cu23.98Oy
Anneal 02 at 850°C for 100 hours Bi2.20Sr2.49Cal.28Cu0.03Oy

Anneal in Ar 750°C for 100 hours Bi2.18Srl.96Ca0.85Cu2.02Oy Bi2.20Srl.56Ca0.20Cul.03Oy CaO
Melt in Ar at 900"C Bi0.25Sr7.79Ca6.24Cu23.73Ov Bi2.17Sr2.41Cal.34Cu0.08Ov CuO
Anneal 02 at 850"C for 100 hours

apresent in minor amounts
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To avoid the A1 contamination, the composition Bi2Sr2CalCu2Oy was initially processed as a

_/!_.ii:ii_]_iglass using a platinum crucible. The glass was then ground, pressed into pellets, and
i:_! annealed at 865°C in oxygen for 100 hours with one intermediate grinding. This resulted in a

sample comprised mainly of the 2212 phase with only a minor amount of Sr14-xCaxCu24041.

_i_ Annealing this sample in argon produced Bi2Sr3-xCaxOy and Cu20/CuO as the major phases

!_i_! plus a small amount of Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy. The phases that form in Ar for both of these

_] compositions can be considered as the stable intermediate oxide phases since, in principle,
i_ these compositions should be reducible to the metallic state.

_ 7.2. Melting and Solidification of 2201 and 2212

DTA scans in 02 and Ar of annealed Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CulOy samples are shown in

Figure 7.2. Onset and peak temperatures are listed in Table 7.3. In order to identify the

thermal events, samples were melted and solidified in Ar or 02 on MgO single-crystal wafers

using the same conditions as in DTA. Backscattered electron micrographs of these solidified

samples are shown in Figure 7.3. A complete list of the phases present can be found in Table

7.1. Since this composition was processed using an alumina crucible, a small amount of

aluminum contamination (< 2 at.%) occurs resulting in the fomaation of an A1-Sr-Ca-O phase

as discussed in Chapter 6. From the DTA scans, it is readily apparent that the solidus is

substantially reduced from 875°C in O2 to 745"C in Ar. The small endotherm around 800°C

in the DTA scan in Ar most likely results from some residual 2201 phase left in the Ar

annealed sample. No corresponding event is seen on cooling. As shown in Figure 7.3a, the

phases that formed during solidification in Ar were large grains of Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy (22x) plus

a divorced eutectic structure consisting of Cu20 and Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy with small amounts of

2201 and 23x. Based on the microstructure, the first exotherm seen on cooling in

ii _ Ill
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Figure 7.2 DTA heating and cooling scans in Ar and 02 of
Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CuOy samples annealed in Ar and 02
respectively. Temperatures of the thermal events can be
found in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3 Onset and peak temperatures of thermal events taken from DTA heating
and cooling curves.

Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CuOy
Heatir :_ Heating Cooling Cooling Cooling

Endotherm Endotherm Exotherm Exotherm Exotherm
Onset Peak Onset Peak Onset Peak Onset Peak Onset Peak

Ar a 747°C 763"C 819"C 839°C 770"C 761°C 742°C 735_C
02 875"C 901"C 944°C 946°C 939"C 934°C 865"C 863°C 736"C 733"C

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy
Heating Heating Cooling Cooling

Endotherm Endotherm Exotherm Exotherm
Onset Peak Onset Peak Onset Peak Onset Peak

Ara 777"C 795"C 820°C 833°C 815°C 802°C 757*C 749°C
Ar 801°C 834°C 785°C 776"C 754°C 739°C

Heating Cooling Cooling Cooling
Endotherm Exotherm Exotherm Exotherm

Onset Peak Onset Peak Onset Peak Onset Peak
1%O2 840°C 855°C 842°C 826°C 804"C 777°C 760°C 742°C
8%'02 869°C 878°C 881°C 872°C 839°C 823°C 750°C 732°C
20% 02 884°C 890°C 902°C 893°C 851°C 839°C 751°C 721°C
100% 02 895°C 903°C 921°C 902°C 866°C 833°C 743*C 738°C

aSamples were annealed in Ar at 750°C prior to use in the DTA. All other DTA
. experiments used material initially annealed in 02 at 865°C.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3 Backscattered electron micrographs of Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CuO, . _ Y
samples solidified in (a) Ar from 900 C at 10 C/min and (b) 02
from 1000"C at 10°C/min. The phases and structures present

are: A - 2201, B - 22x, C - 23x, D - SrCaAIOy, and E1 -
divorced eutectic structure of 22x and Cu20/CuO.
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Ar can be assigned to the primary crystallization of 22x. The second exotherm represents the

eutectic solidification of the remaining liquid resulting primarily as Cu20 and 22x. The

small amount of 2201 also found in this euteetic structure probably results from the partition

of remaining oxygen during solidification of the fin_,l phases. Any excess oxygen is

available is used to form 2201 while the remainder of the liquid solidifies as Cu20 and 22x.

Solidification of Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CulOy in oxygen resulted in large, well formed grains

of the 2201 phase with small regions of a divorced eutectic structure interspersed between

them. This microstructure is shown in Figure 7.3b. The divorced eutectic structure consists

of 22x and CuO/Cu20 with small amounts of 2201 and Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy (23x) also present

Cooling at a rate of 10°C/min did not allow the sample to regain all the oxygen lost during

_I,, melting resulting in the presence of the eutectic structure. This non-equilibrium process may

result in the presence of both Cu20 and CuO as indicated above. The small amount of 23x

found in the eutectic structure can be accounted for by small variations between the nominal

stoichiometry of the sample and the actual compositions of the primary phases. Based on

this microstructure, the two exotherms seen in DTA can be assigned to the solidification of

2201 around 865"C followed by eutectic solidification of the remaining liquid around 750°C

as 22x, 23x, 2201, and CuO/Cu20. The small exotherm found around 940°C is probably

_: associated with the formation of the AI-Sr-Ca-O phase as this phase was found to be evenly

distributed throughout the sample.

7.2.2 Bi2Sr2CaCu_2..QO2z

Considerably more effort was devoted to the 2212 composition due to the complexity of

the melting and crystallization processes. Shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5 are DTA scans run

with several partial pressures of oxygen using heating and cooling rates of 2°C/min and

10°C/min respectively. Temperatures of thermal events can be found in Table 7.3. The

starting material in all but one scan was initially annealed in oxygen. The melting point of
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Figure 7.5 Cooling curves from DTA for 2212 samples initially
annealed in 02. In one case, (t), the starting material was
initially annealed in Ar. Temperatures of thermal events
can be found in Table 7.3.
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2212 was found to be 895°C in 100% 02, 884°C in 20% 02, 869°C in 8% 02, and 840"C in

I% 02. All anneals were carried out at atmospheric conditions with Ar comprising the

balance of the gas flow. An additional scan was performed in Ar on material initially

_" annealed in Ar in order to resolve the melting events in Ar. In the latter case, the main

melting event occurs around 800°C with only a small endotherm present at 750°C. The broad

endotherm seen in the DTA scan in Ar of the O2-annealed sample is believed to result from

an undetermined oxygen partial pressure due to the evolution of oxygen from the sample

during heating.

i _ In order to identify each event seen in the cooling curves of Figure 7.5, samples were

melted and solidified on MgO wafers in Ar and 1%, 20%, and 100% O2 using the same

conditions as in the DTA experiments. The segregation of large CaO particles in the melt

_ was common among all the samples melted on MgO. These particles were found to

accumulate towards the top of the melts. As illustrated in Figure 7.6, many of the alkaline-

earth cuprate needles found iv samples solidified in an oxygen partial pressure contained

embedded CaO particles suggesting that CaO acts as a nucleation site for the formation of

these phases during both solidification and subsequent anneals.

_ ,:; Figures 7.7a and b show the resulting microstructure of the Ar-annealed sample after

melting on MgO at 900°C and cooling at 10°C/min. This sample consisted of large grains of

_,_, Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy (23x) surrounded by a divorced eutectic structure of 23x and Cu20. Small
!ii_i,

_!_ amounts of 2201 and Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy (22x) were also found in this latter structure and are

_ present to account for compositional variations. In addition, CaO particles could be found

_ throughout the sample and a few longer needles of the 2201 phase could be found near the

0 bottom as shown in Figure 7.7a. The small amount of 2201 that forms instead of 22x and

Cu20 is probably due to some residual oxygen present in the sample as discussed previously.

_i_ Based on this microstructure, the solidification events seen in the DTA cooling scan in Ar of

the Ar-annealed sample can be identified as the crystallization of 23x around 800°C followed
" 4,"



Figure 7.6 Secondary electron micrograph of an alkaline-earth cuprate
phase containing embedded CaO particles.

by the divorced cute,eric solidification around 750°C of primarily 23x and Cu20 with small

_'_ amounts of 22x and 2201. The tail seen on the first exotherm is consistent with a simple

_i eutectic-type solidification process[78].

The solidification processes become more complex with the addition of oxygen as
!

evidenced by Figures 7.5 and 7.8-7.10. Backscattered electron micrographs of samples

cooled from 1000"C at 10°C/min in 1% and 20% O2 can be found in Figures 7.8 and 7.9.

The major phases were identified by EDS analysis in the SEM as 23x, 22x, Cu20/CuO,

2212, 2201, and Srl.xCaxCuOy (1"1). CaO is clearly visible in the figures as the large,

round, dark particles in the top portions of the samples. The overall microstructure of these

samples shows that solidification proceeded from the top surface of the sample down towards
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_(_)

(b)

Figure 7.7 Backscattered electron micrographs of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy
sample solidified in Ar from 900°C at 10°C/min. The phases
and structures present were identified as: A - 2212, B - 2201, C
- 23x, E1 - divorced eutectic structure of 22x and Cu20/CuO,
and E2 - divorced eutectic structure of 23x and Cu20/CuO.

!i,
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(a) " " " ""
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t,;,
t¢ o(_

. :'pr::<._
Figure 7.8 Backscattered electron micrographs of a BizSrzCaCuzOy

sample solidified in 1% 02 (balance Ar) from 1000*C at
,_, 10°C/min. The phases and structures present were identified

as: A - 2212, B - 2201, C - 23x, E1 - divorced eutectic structure
of 22x and Cu20/CuO, and E2 - divorced eutectic structure of
23x and Cu20/CuO.
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Ca)

(b)

Figure 7.9 Backscattered electron micrographs of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy
sample solidified in 20% 02 (balance Ar) from 1000°C at
10°C/rain. The phases and structures present were identified
as: A - 2212, B - 2201, C - 23x, E1 - divorced eutectic structure
of 22x and Cu20/CuO, and E2 - divorced eutectic structure of
23x and Cu20/CuO.
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Figure 7.10 Backscattered electron micrographs of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy
sample solidified in 100% 02 from 1000°C at 10°C/min. The
phases and structures present were identified as: A - 2212, B -
2201, C - 23x, E1 - divorced eutectic structure of 22x and
Cu20/CuO, and E2 - divorced eutectic structure of 23x and
Cu20/CuO.
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i_i the substrate. Hence, there is very little texturing of the 2212 or 2201 phases parallel to the

substrate.

in the samples solidified in 1% and 20% 02, the 1' 1 phase was found primarily near the

surface of the sample indicating that it was one of the first phases to crystallize on cooling.

Needles of this phase were found to be rather large and often contained embedded particles

of CaO. The separation of CaO in the melt and the crystallization of the 1:1 phase results in

a comparatively Bi-rich liquid in the molten state. Hence, several Bi-rich phases can be

expected to form during further solidification in addition to 2212 even though the equilibrium

phases for this particular composition are 2212 and small amounts of Sr14.xCaxCu24041.

This indeed seems to be the case as both the 22x and 2201 phases are found in these samples.
!

The 2212 and 2201 phases were generally found together in a layered microstructure. The

bottom half of the solidified samples were found to contain, in addition to 2201 and 2212,

both primary grains of 23x along with the divorced eutectic microstructure containing 23x,

' 22x, 2201, and Cu20/CuO. The dark rods of the eutectic structure are Cu20/CuO. At the

_ lower oxygen partial pressures, the solidification rate of lO'C/min did not allow for a

complete oxidation of the samples. Hence, oxygen-deficient phases could be found in the

i interior of the samples near the substrate. As the oxygen partial pressures used during

• solidification were increased, the amounts of 2201, 2212, and the alkaline-earth cuprates

increased at the expense of 23x, 22x, and Cu20/CuO. In addition, proportionately triore of

the 2212 phase was found compared to the 2201 phase with increased partial pressures of

oxygen.

The observed onset temperatures for the first DTA exotherm on cooling were always

higher than the melting temperature of the 2212 phase in each of the corresponding heating

curves shown Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Since the melting point of 2212 decreases with oxygen

partial pressure and the melt is known to be oxygen deficient from the results of Chapter 6,

the first exotherm encountered on cooling cannot be associated with the formation of
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2201/2212 and is assigned to the crystallization of tile 1:1 phase. This is consistent with the

observed microstructure showing the 1:1 phase to be primarily near the surface of the sample.

This event does not define the liquidus temperature. Well formed particles of CaO can be

found in glasses processed in Pt crucibles and quenched from 1075"C suggesting that the

_i primary phase field is CaO plus a liquid. This is consistent with the CaO separation found tooccur during melting and solidification in this study. The middle exotherm is assigned to the

' crystallization of 2201 and/or 2212. Onset temperatures for this exotherm were in all cases

lower than the corresponding onsets for the melting events observed during heating. In

• _ addition, the tails associated with this latter exotherm suggest that the 2212/2201 phases

:_ continue to solidify as the eutectic temperature is approached. The third exotherm

corresponds to the eutectic crystallization of 23x, 22x, 2201, and Cu20/CuO. These phases

are found primarily in the bottom of the sample and result from an incomplete oxidation of

the sample. The onset temperature matches well with the same events seen on cooling in Ar.

With decreasing oxygen partial pressures, this peak grows, broadens and finally splits into

two exotherms for the samples solidified in Ar.

In 100% oxygen, the first and second exotherms that occur on cooling are much more

intense while the third exotherm is, in this case, only a small shift in the baseline. The phases

identified by EDS analysis in this sample are 2212, 2201, Srl.xCa×CuOy (1:1),

• Sr2.xCaxCuOy (2"1), Sr14.xCaxCu24Oy (14:24), Bi2Sr4.xCaxOy (24x), CaO, CuO/Cu20, and

ij. 22x. Specific compositions are listed in Table 7.2. Figure 7.10 shows a split microstructure

in which 24x and the alkaline-earth cuprates are confined primarily in the top layer of the

sample. The 24x phase can be identified in these micrographs by its rather blocky

appearance compared with the plate-like morphology of the superconducting phases. The

alkaline-earth cuprates and CaO appear as the large dark needles and particles in the

!! backscattered SEM micrographs. The phases present in the bottom half of the sample were

primarily 2212 and 2201 with small amounts of a divorced eutectic structure between grains
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'_.' as shown in Figure 7.10b. This eutectic structure consisted of CuO/Cu20, 2201, and 22x.

The presence of this latter structure can be attributed to an incomplete uptake of oxygen

' during cooling. The amounts of these "oxygen-deficient" phases decreased in all samples as

the oxygen partial pressure used during solidification was increased. The solidification of

this divorced eutectic structure occurs last and is responsible for the small change in baseline

around 750°C in the DTA cooling curve. This assignment is consistent with the previous

experiments discussed above. The crystallization of the 1:1 phase and 2212/2201 are again

assigned to the first and second exotherms respectively based on both the observed

.... microstructure and the results from previous experiments in 1% and 20% 02. The presence

of the 24x, 2:1 and 14:24 phases primarily near the top surface of the samples suggests that

the crystallization of these phases also occurs with the first exotherm. However, this cannot

be completely verified as the second exotherm also contains some structure suggesting an

additional crystallization event besides that of the 2212/2201 phases.

7.3. Formation Process of 2212

It is difficult to determine whether the 2212 phase solidifies directly from the melt or

forms via an intermediate phase. While the techniques used i,_ _he study do not allow for a

direct observation of its formation, it is believed that the 2212 phase forms via an

intermediate 2201 phase based on DTA, microstructural analysis, and the cr tallization

results of Chapter 6. As shown in Table 7.3, onset temperatures observed during cooling in

100% 02 for the exotherms associated with the formation of 2201 and/or 2212 were

approximately the same in both compositions used in this study. Shown in Figure 7.11 are

SEM and TEM micrographs taken from the 2212 sample solidified at 10"C/min in 02 from

1000"C. The SEM micrograph, Figure 7.1 la, shows a layered microstructure of the 2201 and

2212 phases which is typical of nominal 2212 samples solidified under partial pressures of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.11 Micrographs showing (a) the layered microstructure of 2212
and 2201 in these solidified samples as seen by backscattered
electron imaging in the SEM and (b) the individual and
multiple intergrowths of the 2201 phase within 2212 grains as
observed in the TEM.
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oxygen. Furthermore, EDS analysis revealed the 2212 phase to be Bi-rich and Cu-deficient

which is an indication of a large number of 2201 intergrow.ths within the 2212 grains based

on the results of Chapter 5. TEM confirmed that the 2212 grains contained single and

multiple intergrowths of the 2201 phase as shown in Figure 7.11b. On the other hand, no

intergrowths of the 2212 phase were found in grains of 2201. This microstructure sug_sts

that the 2201 phase nucleates first and serves as a template for the growth of the 2212 phase.

However, not all of the 2201 can convert into the 2212 phase due to the separation of CaO in

the melt and the initial crystallization of the alkaline-earth cuprates. The remaining liquid is

Bi-rich from which it is impossible to form only the 2212 phase.

The formation process of the 2212 phase during solidification is in agreement with the

results of the crystallization study of Chapter 6. The initial crystallization process was found

to be 2201 and Cu20/CuO. The 2201 phase was found to convert into 2212 upon heating

above approximately 600"C. The microstructure of the 2212 phase at this point in thei

_!iI crystallization process, Figure 6.17, is verb, similar to that shown in Figure 7.1 lb. Above

700"C, the rate of conversion of 2212 from 2201 increased significantly due to the presence

of a liquid phase resulting from the melting of 23x around 700"C. During solidification from

i__ the molten state, the liquid phase allows for enhanced diffusion of material needed for
!_:_ conversion of 2201 into 2212.

7.4. Reversibility of Phase Formation in Ar and O2

Since the phases that form during solidification in Ar were also present in samples

solidified in 1% and 20% 02, phase formation in 02 or Ar should be reversible and the

amount and types of each phase that forms should be controllable with a suitable choice of

oxygen partial pressure provided elemental losses are minimal. Shown in Figure 7.12 is a set

of five sequential DTA scans on an O2-annealed 2212 sample starting in 02, then Ar, and
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Figure 7.12 Sequential DTA scans of a nominal 2212 sample in
_ oxygen, argon, and finally oxygen showing the reversibility

of phase formation in 02 and Ar. Heating and cooling rates
were maintained at 10°C/min.
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finally back to 02. Heating and cooling rates were held z: .O'C/min. The maxinaum

temperature used in this series of scans was 925°C in order to rrrnimize any reactions with

the DTA crucible. Some changes are apparent in the shape of "J'weDTA curves compared to

Figure 5; however, the same qualitative features are still pre_._t_ It is clearly seen that the

melting point falls from approximately 880"C in 02 to 750°C it, Ar and then rises back to

875°C in O2. The final scan in 02 shows no sign of the phases _ melt around 750°C in Ar

indicating that the initial phases have been recovered.

7.5. Recovery of the Superconducting Properties

All of the samples examined above needed to be annealed zfter solidification in order to

improve the superconducting properties. For example, Fi_"e 7.13 shows magnetization

curves for a sample solidified in 02 and O2-annealed samples th_r were initially solidified in

Ar and O2 respectively. Samples solidified in Ar were not superconducting and were shown

by resistivity measurements to be semiconducting. The sample solidified in 02 had a very

broad transition starting at 85K. Both of these solidified ._z.mples were then annealed at

850"C in 100% 02 for 50 hours. After this anneal, the superconducting transitions were

found to sharpen considerably. The onset of the diamagnetic signal was 90K in both cases.

The difference in signals was due to the amount of material used in the measurements. The

phases identified by EDS analysis in the annealed samples z.,"e listed in Table 7.2. Fewer

phases were found in the samples solidified in Ar and anneeled in 02 although not all of

these phases are part of the equilibrium phase assemblage as is clearly seen by comparing

with the phases present in the starting material. For the samples solidified in partial pressures

of oxygen, the relative size and morphology of Bi2Sr4.xCaxOy and/or the alkaline-earth

euprates were unchanged after the anneal in oxygen indicating that they are relatively stable.

On the other hand, none of the phases associated with the divorced eutectic structures were
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Temperature (K)Figure 7.13 Magnetization curves from samples (a) solidified from
1000"C at 10"C/min in 02 only and samples solidified in

•_ (b) Ar from 900"C and (c) 02 from 1000"C and annealed at
'5 850°C for 50 hours and quenched in air. The sample
_iii_! solidified in Ar from 900"C at 10*C/min only was found to

:_ be semiconducting.

present after the anneal in oxygen. The presence of the alkaline-earth cuprates in the sample

cooled in Ar could be attributed to the partial melting of the "oxygen-deficient" phases

around 750°C on heating in oxygen and the presence of CaO particles which act as nucleation

sites for the alkaline-earth cuprates.

7.6. Discussion

Understanding the sequence of events and the kinetics of phase formation during

solidification from the melt is necessary in order to develop reliable melt-processing
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techniques for fabrication of these superconductors into practical conductors. The melt-

processing steps used in this study have not been optimized as evidenced by all the secondary

i_ phases found in annealed samples that were initially solidified in Ar or 02. However, the

high melting temperatures used in this study help to exaggerate certain aspects of the

solidification process that allow for an easier identification of the crystallization events and

examination of problems, such as CaO separation, associated with melt-processing.

In the absence of oxygen, solidification resulted in nearly the same phases as obtained by

solid-state annealing of the precursor. The small differences are due to CaO separation in

melt. The fact that the phases that solidify in Ar were also found in the samples solidified in

various partial pressures of oxygen can be attributed to the oxygen deficiencies that exist in

the molten state. This oxygen deficiency lowers the solidus to approximately 75b*C. Rapid

cooling below this temperature results in the formation of 23x and CuO/Cu20 or 2201,

depending on the amount of oxygen absorbed during solidification. Since solidification, in

_!_i general, is a non-equilibrium process, the presence of both CuO and Cu20 is possible in

:.:, these samples. The 23x and 22x phases found in the divorced eutectic structures are not
i'

,:_ stable when annealed below the melting point of 2212 in a given partial pressure of oxygen,

and they subsequently combine with Cu20/CuO to form 2212 and 2201 respectively.

Several interesting aspects of the effects of oxygen on the phase diagram can be found in

the DTA results and microstructures of the solidified samples. The presence of only 2201 in

the divorced eutectic structures suggests that it is stable to lower oxygen partial pressures, i

than is 2212. Secondly, the presence of 2201 with 22x and 23x in the eutectic structures

suggests that at low oxygen partial pressures, eutectic valleys separate the congruently

melting 23x and 22x phases from the incongruently melting 2201 and 2212 phases resulting

in a depression of the solidus to approximately 750°C. This eutectic reaction is illustrated in

Figure 7.14 with a model metal-oxygen binary system in which the congruently melting

compound A (23x or 22x) forms a eutectic with the incongruently melting compound A20
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Figure 7.14 Part of a model metal (A) - oxygen (O) binary system used
to illusr.rate the eutectic reaction that results in the
combinztion of 2201 with 22x and 23x in the eutectic

- microstructures found in the solidified samples.

(2201 or 2212). The oxygen partial pressure at which this eutectic exists in the BSCCO

system is probably below 1% 02 based on the solidification results. Unfortunately, the exact

partial pressure of 02 at which the eutectic point exists cannot be established from this work

due to the non-equilibrium conditions associated with the solidification process and the rather

fast cooling rate of 10*C/rain used in the DTA experiments.

A correct assessment of the eutectic in a BSCCO metal-oxygen phase diagram will

r_luire samples that have been carefully equilibrated at various oxygen partial pressures prior

- to their use in DTA. All of the samples used in the present DTA experiments were

equilibrated prior to use in either Ar or 02. None the less, the structure of this eutectic can be
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seen by reploting the DTA data of Figure 7.5 as shown in Figure 7.15. The third exotherm

associated with the formation of the 23x and 22x phases increases in intensity with

decreasing oxygen partial pressures and splits into two peaks for the samples cooled in Ar.

The lowest exotherm is always located around 750"C. The first phase to solidify in the

various oxygen partial pressures was the 1:1 phase whereas the first phase to solidify in Ar

was 23x. Lines drawn through the onset of the highest thermal event in each partial pressure

of 02 in Figure 7.15 clearly outline the same type of euteetic structure shown in the ideal

metal-oxygen system of Figure 7.14. A similar line of reasoning applied to the DTA data of

Figure 7.2 would show a eutectic separating the 22x and 2201 phases. It is interesting to note

that splat-quenched glass often show only one melting endotherm in Ar in the DTA.

Apparently, the oxygen deficiency that exists in the splat-quenched glasses puts the effective

oxygen content of the sample near the eutectic. This would also explain the two-step glass

crystallization of 2201 and CuO followed by 23x, SrO, and CaO as described in Chapter 6.

One last point to be drawn from the microstructures of the solidified samples is the

presence of a eutectic separating the 22x and 23x phases. The primary crystallization phase

of the nominal 2201 sample solidified in Ar was 22x. However, the divorced eutectic

structure contained both 22x and small amounts of the 23x phase. Likewise, the primary

crystallization phase for the nominal 2212 sample solidified in. Ar was 23x, discounting the

CaO that separates at higher temperatures in the melt. The eutectic microstructure of this

sample contained both the 23x and 22x phases.

There are several factors associated with melt-processing that make it difficult to reach

the equilibrium phase assemblage during subsequent anneals below the melting point of

2212. The primary crystallization field for the 2212 composition is CaO plus a liquid phase

with the liquidus existing above 1075"C. It was shown in Chapter 6 that glasses processed

with Pt crucibles at 1075"C contained large CaO particles. This can be considered the correct

phase assemblage at 1075°C since it was shown that very little contamination from the Pt
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crucible occurred. CaO tends to float to the top of the melt due to its lower density of 3.25-

3.28 g/cm3179]. The density of the liquid is assumed to be close to that of the splat-quenched

glasses. The density of a glass with a nominal 2 2.15 0.85 2 stoichiometry was calculated to

ii! be 5.48 g/cm 3 from measurements of the mass and size of a rectangular piece of glassy

material.

The alkaline-earth cuprates and, in the case of pure oxygen, Bi2Sra.xCaxOy, are the next

phases that form on further cooling. All of these phases were found to be relatively stable

and do not easily disappear even with extended annealing below the peritectic involving

o_ 2212. The amount of the alkaline-earth cuprates may be exaggerated by the presence of

CaO. The CaO particles that accumulate near the top of the melt changes the effective local

_ stoichiometry and seem to act as nucleation sites for the alkaline-earth cuprates both on

cooling and during subsequent anneals. The separation of CaO certainly poses a problem for

melt-processing of wires or large bulk forms. The formation of CaO and the alkaline-earth

.... cuprates during the initial stages of solidification leaves behind a Bi-rich liquid fi'om which it

is impossible to form only the 2212 phase. Hence, a large amount of 2201 also forms during

cooling. This effect can be clearly illustrated by the model binary phase diagram of Figure

7.16. The peritectic reaction proceeds by the melting of the compound AB (2212) to form

phase A (CaO) and a liquid of composition X. If phase A is effectively removed from the

:_ system (CaO floating to the top of the melt), the liquid composition X in essence becomes the

overall composition of the system. Solidification from this point results in a two phase

microstructure, AB (2212) and B (2201).

There are several steps that can be taken to minimize the macroscopic separation of

phases that occurs during solidification. The CaO separation problem may be alleviated

somewhat with a lower melting temperature than the one used in this study and/or shifting to

low-Ca compositions such as Bi2Sr2.15Ca0.85Cu2Oy or Bi2.15Sr2Ca0.85Cu2Oy. From Table

7.2, it was found that the composition of the 2212 phase in all the samples _isted was Bi-rich
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Liquid

B + Liquid

A + Liquid

AB + Liquid

, l A + AB AB + B
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_, Figure 7.16 Model binary phase diagram used to illustrate the effect of
CaO separation in the melt.

,_ and Ca-poor indicating that Bi2.15Sr2Ca0.85Cu2Oy may be a good choice for a starting

composition for melt-processing. Samples could also be melt processed and cooled in

:_ reduced oxygen partial pressures to maximize the amount of the "oxygen-deficient" phases

relative to the alkaline-earth cuprates. With careful control on the subsequent anneals, the

i oxygen-aenctent phases around 750"C should allow for enhanced: i melting of these " ...... '

formation of the 2212 phase while minimizing the formation of the alkaline-earth cuprates.

This procedure would be very similar to the melt-casting technique that is reported to result

in nearly single-phase 2212 material[80],
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There are several groups who argue that 2212 solidifies directly from the

melt[44,50,51,52]. Based on the results presented here and in Chapter 6, this does not seem

to be the case. Rather, the 2212 phase forms via an intermediate state involving the 2201

phase. From the standpoint of classical nucleation theory, a critical crystal embryo size is

required for the spontaneous formation of a crystalline phase from the meltl81]. The

clustering of atoms in the melt to form this critically-sized embryo is purely a chance

occurrence since the atoms in the melt are constantly in motion. Hence, the simpler the

structure of the embryo crystal, the more likely the chance of a successful nucleation event.

From this standpoint, the 2201 phase would be easier to nucleate and would serve as an

effective catalyst for the growth of the 2212 phase since both phases have very similar lattice

parameters in the basal plane. This type of nucleation process is consistent with the observed

microstructure of the 2212 and 2201 phases in SEM micrographs and the number of

intergrowths of 2201 within the 2212 phase. It is also consistent with the formation of 2212

, from the glassy state via an intermediate state involving 2201. The 2212 phase is the stable

.... phase for a nominal 2212 stoichiometry and the formation of 2212 would go to completion if

not for the preferential removal of material from the melt resulting from the formation of

CaO and the alkaline-earth cuprates. The difficulties associated with determining this

process by other methods can be attributed to the presence of liquid phases during

solidification which greatly aid in diffusion of the material needed to form 2212 from 2201,

and hence, obscure the role of the 2201 phase. This process would be difficult to observe by

high-temperature x-ray or neutron diffraction since nucleation and growth proceeds so

quickly at these elevated temperatures[44,51,52]. In quenching studies, this conversion

process may not be observed since samples are generally equilibrated at specific temperatures

before quenching[50].
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7.7. Summary

A study of the solidification processes for the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy (2212) and

DJ2Srl.75Ca0.25CuOy (2201) compositions was undertaken to determine the crystallization

F,r_esses for each of these compositions as a function of oxygen partial pressure. In either

c..,.se, the superconducting phases generally were not observed to form during solidification in

zJa inert atmosphere. Solidification in argon resulted in divorced eutectic structures

c.,onsi:,fing of Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy (23x) and CuO/Cu20 or Bi2Sr2-xCaxOy (22x) and CuO/Cu20

for the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy and Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CuOy compositions respectively. Solidification

,'.,f the 2212 composition in all partial pressures of oxygen resulted in multiphase samples

_'.xJnsisting of 2212, 2201, some alkaline-earth cuprates, and the divorced eutectic structures.

The preferential removal of material by the separation of CaO and initial crystallization of the

alkaline-earth cuprates made it impossible to form a single-phase 2212 material. For both

compositions, the solidus is lowered to approximately 750°C during solidification for all

oxygen partial pressures used in this work. The lowering of the solidus and the presence of

the divorced eutectic structures can be explained by the oxygen deficiencies present in the

melt regardless of the over-pressure of oxygen. It also suggests the presence of an eutectic in

a metal-oxygen phase diagram between the congruently melting 23x and 22x phases and the

incongruently melting 2201 and 2212 phases. This eutectic structure would explain the two-

.step crystallization process that occurs for nominal 2212 glasses as discussed in Chapter 6.

Finally, the formation process of the 2212 phase during solidification from the melt was

determined to proceed from the nucleation of the 2201 phase with subsequent growth of the

2212 phase from these nucleation sites. This formation route is in good agreement with 2212

• formation mechanism determined in the crystallization studies of Chapter 6.
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8. DIRECTIONAL ISOTIJERMAL GROW'I'll

8.1. Oxygen Deficient Melt-Processing

The use of high-temperature superconductors for conductor application_, will require

material with textured microstructures that eliminate or minimize high-angle grain

boundaries ("weak-links") which limit intergranular critical current densities[2]. Several

approaches have been used for processing and texturing of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy

superconductor. The coupled use of silver substrates and melt-processing in the partially

molten state for the production of highly-textured wires and tapes has been well

documented[43,82]. For larger bulk forms, laser heated floating-zone or modified

_i_ Czochralski techniques have been successfully used to directionally solidify 2212

fibers[83,84]. An important aspect of directional-growth techniques from a pure melt is the

use of a temperature gradient between the melt and the solidifying material[85]. These

methods work best for congruently melting compounds. However, the 2212 phase melts
'2

incongruently as shown in Chapter 7 and, as a result, directional growth processes or melt-

processing techniques must maintain slow growth or cooling rates respectively in order for

the peritectic phase to be favored during solidification[86]. Hence alternative methods for

processing of the 2212 superconductor need to be investigated.

It was clearly shown in Chapter 7 that in the absence of oxygen, the solidus is

substantially reduced to approximately 750"C for compositions around the nominal 2212

stoichiometry. The 2212 phase is not stable in inert atmospheres at high temperatures and

decomposes into Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy and Cu20. The solidification studies of Chapter 7 showed

that the alkal, ne-earth cuprates that are the products of the peritectic reaction involving 2212

are not present in the absence of oxygen. The resulting microstructure is that of a simple

divorced eutectic of Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy and Cu20. Discounting the CaO that separates in the
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melt, the highest temperature at which crystalline phases exist in Ar is approximately 820°C.

Hence, it should be possible to solidify an oxygen-deficient melt at a constant temperature by

_ simply switching the oxygen partial pressure. The oxygen gradient that is set up within the

sample is analogous to the temperature gradient used during conventional directional

solidification processes.

1_1,1 The oxygen deficient melt

Compositions used in this study were initially processed by splat-quenching in order to

produce a homogeneous starting material that is oxygen deficient[48]. Ground powders of

the glassy material were placed in alumina or Ag boats and melted in Ar at 900"C for 6 to 30

minutes. Samples were then cooled in Ar to a temperature between 870°C and 825°C. After

the temperature had stabilized, the gas flow in the fu,-'ace was switched to oxygen and the

samples were held at this temperature for 50 to I00 hours. Gas flows were set to change the

equivalent volume of the furnace tube every 0.5 hours. In these initial studies, samples were
ii

taken to 900°C to assure a complete melting of the material in Ar although it is clear from the

results of Chapter 7 that lower temperatures may be used and should be investigated.

_ The compositions used in these studies were Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy, Bi2Srl.8Cal.2Cu2Oy,

Bi2Sr2.15Ca0.85Cu2Oy and Bi2.15Sr2Ca0.85Cu2Oy. It was shown in Chapter 7 that CaO

separation occurs in all partial pressures of oxygen during melting and solidification. It was

found during the course of this study that the CaO separation could be minimized, but not

eliminated, by using compositions with less Ca and more Sr or Bi. Glass precursors were

used for the directional growth experiments since glass formation of the BSCCO material

results in an oxygen deficient material. Thishelps to lower the amount of oxygen evolved on

melting in Ar. In order to determine the approximate composition of the liquid from which

grain growth occurs, glassy material with a nominal stoichiometry of 2 2.15 0.85 2 was

melted in a small Ag boat in Ar at 900"C for 24 minutes, cooled at 10°C/min in Ar to 850"C,
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,_ and then pulled from the furnace and quenched in air on a large metal block. SEM

_:i_ micrographs of the top and bottom layers can be found in Figure 8.1. Most of the air bubbles

and CaO particles were found to accumulate towards the top layer of the sample. The exact

cause for the air bubbles could not be directly pinpointed from this quench. The porosity

• ,_

!i may have arisen from additional oxygen evolving from the sample or the trapping of air

,,_ bubbles within the material when the initial powder melted in Ar. Porosity was a significant

ii_ problem in most of the samples grown by the directional isothermal growth (DIG) process.

Chemical analysis in the SEM of the material below the surface layer of this sample revealed

an overall Ca-poor, Cu-rich composition of Bi2.09Sr2.15Ca0.52Cu2.24Oy. Hence, the effective

composition from which grain growth occurs lies in a three phase region of 2212, 2201, and

CuO as discussed in Chapter 5 and illustrated in Figure 8.2. Similar compositions of the

liquid phase can be expected for the other samples used in this study. This can be shown by

lines drawn from the CaO comer of Figure 8.2 through each of the compositions used in

these experiments.

8.1.2 Solidification in an oxygen ffradient

Large-grained, textured microstructures were produced with the DIG process as

evidenced by the fractured _ind polished cross sections shown in Figure 8.3a and b. This

sample had an overall composition of Bi2.15Sr2Ca0.85Cu2Oy. The growth direction of the

2212 and 2201 grains is from the top or surface of the melt to the bottom of the crucible as

expected. Although several temperatures were tried, the best results were obtained when the

temperature was held at 850°C during directional growth with the oxygen gradient. With the

uptake of oxygen, grains of both the 2212 and 220I phases grew downward from the surface

with the orientation of their c-axes (short direction of the grains) approximately perpendicular

to the growth direction. The backscattered SEM micrograph of Figure 8.3b shows a colony

microstructure for the 2212 and 2201 phases that is not readily apparent in the fractured cross
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(a)

Figure 8.1 Backscattered electron micrographs of the (a) top and (b)
bottom regions of a sample with a nominal stoichiometry of
Bi2Sr2 15Ca0.85Cu2Oy. This sample was melted in Ar at
900"C_ cooled to 850°C, and then quenched in air on a large
metal plate. A surface layer containing a large amount of CaO
particles and air bubbles can be seen in (a).
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Figure 8.2 Plot of the 2212 solid solution region at 865"C. For the
composition (A)- Bi2Sr215Ca0.85Cu2Oy, the liquid
composition from which grain growth occurs is marked by
an X. Lines are drawn from the CaO comer to various
Bi:Sr ratios. Compositions around the 2212 stoichiometry

, will have approximately the same liquid composition after
CaO separates the samples are melted in Ar. Also plotted

•are the average compositions of all measurements from all
samples of the (B) - 2212 and (C) - 2201 phases.
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(a) _+W_"+__+

Figure 8.3 Secondary and backscattered electron micrographs of (a)
fractured and (b) polished cross sections of a directionally
grown sample with a nominal stoichiometry of
Bi2.15Sr2Ca0.85Cu2Oy. This sample was melted in Ar at 900°C
and directionally grown in 02 at 850°C. The arrows show the
direction of growth.
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directional growth for thick samples as

shown in composite optical micrograph of

Figure 8.4. This sample was approximately

h 1.5cm thick in the growth direction and had

an overall composition of

Bi2Sr2.15Cao.85Cu2Oy. It was held at the

growth temperature of 850"C for 50 hours

and then allowed to furnace cool. The

microstructure of this sample can be though

_ of as a stack of individual colonies extending

i!f from top to bottom that are slightlyi misoriented by a few degrees from each
other. The texturing that results along the

growth direction during the DIG process is

aided in part from the large anisotropy in the

crystallographic growth rates of the 2212

phase. The optical micrograph of Figure 8.5

_ reveals a random c-axis orientation of the

'_ grains within the plane perpendicular to the

growth direction.

A surface layer is evident in the

micrographs of Figure 8.3a and 8.6 and was

found to be a common element of all

Figure 8.4 Optical micrograph of a DIG directionally solidified samples. It was

sample, caused by the separation of CaO in the melt
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and its accumulation near the surface. Phases identified in this layer by compositional

._ analysis were Bi2Sr4.xCaxOy, Srl.xCaxCuOy, CaO, and 2212. The presence of these phases

is consistent with the results of Chapter 5 for the expected phase assemblages of Ca-rich

compositions. Figure 8.6 shows that nucleation and growth of the large, oriented grain

colonies starts from the bottom of this surface layer.

Various stages of growth from the oxygen-deficient melt are illustrated in Figures

8.7a-d. This sample had an overall composition of Bi2Sr2.15Ca0.85Cu2Oy and was held at a

growth temperature of 825°C for 50 hours and then allowed to furnace cool. The overall

thickness of the melt was approximately 1.5cm, the same as the sample shown in Figure 8.4.

Apparently, the lower temperature resulted in a slower growth rate in which 50 hours was not

_: enough time for the DIG process to go to completion. Figure 8.7a shows an area near the top

,_ of the directionally grown sample. In this region, the 2212 phase is well formed. Only small

Figure 8.5 Optical micrograph of a directionally grown sample with an
overall stoichiometry of Bi2Srl 8Cal 2Cu2Oy. The growth
direction is into the plane of the'micrograph.-
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i_;_i_ Figure 8.6 Backscattercd electrolt micrograph of the surface layer of a

_!1 directionally grown sample with a nominal composition of
ii! Bi2.15Sr2Ca0.85Cu20 y.!

amounts of 2201, CuO, SrO, and a divorced eutectic structure consisting of Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy

(22x) and Cu20 are found in and between the 2212 grains. A higher magnification of the

microstructure shown in Figure 8.7a can be found in Figure 8.8. The presence of the Bi-rich

22x and 2201 phases indicates that the growing 2212 grains trap small amounts of Bi-rich

liquids in between them. This Bi-rich liquid then either forms 2201 or solidifies on cooling

as 22x/Cu20 depending on the amount of oxygen present. The microstructure shown in

Figure 8.8 was commonly found in all of the DIG samples; the amounts of the Bi-rich phases

was dependent upon the starting composition and the degree of Ca..separation on melting.

Figure 8.7b shows the microstructure approximately two-thirds of the way into the

sample. It bears a close resemblance to the microstructures discussed in Chapter 7 of the

samples solidified in 1% and 20% 02. The eutectic structures contained both the 22x and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.7 Backscattered electron micrographs showing the various stages
of growth from top to bottom (a-d) during directional
isothermal growth for a sample in which the process did not go
to completion.
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- Bi2Sr3-xCaxOy (23x) phases. This area of the sample appears to have been tile boundary

- region between the oxygen-deficient melt and 2212 at the time the sample was cooled. Just

below this point, the microstructure changes completely into that of the divorced etl_ectic
-j

structures as shown in Figure 8.7c and d. The majority of the eutectic structures consisted of

23x and Cu20. The fine microstructure of 8.7d was found at the very bottom of the crucible

and probably results from a slightly faster cooling rate near the crucible walls during the

furnace cooling.

1.3 Composition of the superconducting phase

As shown above, the separation of CaO to the surface region leaves the bulk of the

sample comprised of a Cu-rich, Ca-deficient liquid from which it is impossible to grow

single-phase 2212 material. Of the compositions used, Bi2Sr2.15Ca0.85Cu2Oy yielded

m

t

A

Figure 8.8 Backscattered electron micrograph showing the 2201 and
_ 22x/Cu20 structures that are often found between the larger

grains of the 2212 phase.
-
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(a)

Figure 8.9 Backscattered electron micrographs of polished cross-sections
of directionally grown material with nominal compositions of

(a) Bi2Sr2 15Ca085Cu2Oy, (b) Bi2 15Sr2Ca0 85Cu2Oy, and (c)
Bi2Srl 8Cal 2Cu2Oy. AlIsamples were grown at 850 C. The
white i_hase is 2201 or 22x/Cu20. The growth direction is
from top to bottom in each micrograph.
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samples with the least amount of 2201 as shown in Figure 8.9. It was found that regardless

of the starting stoichiometry or growth temperature, the measured compositions of the 2201

and 2212 phases were nearly the same. The average and standard deviation of 105 separate

compositional measurements performed in the SEM of the 2212 phase from 14 samples of

the various starting compositions around the 2212 stoichiometry was

Bi2.15_.03Sr'2.(p__+0.06Ca0.83:t0.06Cu2.(X)-,_.04Oy.This composition lies on the Sr-rich end of

the 2212 solid solution range as illustrated in Figure 8.2. In light of the results of Chapter 5,

the measured molar value of 2 for the Cu content and the small standard deviations indicate

that the grains are well formed and contain very few intergrowths. The average of 45

,_ separate measurements of the 2201 phase from these samples was

Bi2.18_+0.04Srl,56_.06Ca0.24:t0.05Cul.02:t0.03Oy. For compositions around the 2212

stoichiometry, the separation of CaO during melting in Ar results in a Cu and Sr rich liquid

! ,

_,_ composition lying between the 2212 and 2201 solid solution regions. Hence, contact is

always re,de with the Sr-rich end of the 2212 solid solution region during directional growth.

8.2. Superconducting Properties

Transition temperatures of the as-grown material were found to lie between 85K and

90K. The superconducting transition could be raised several degrees and sharpened

considerably by a subsequent annealing of the material as shown in Figure 8.10. All anneals

were carried out at 850*C for 50 to 100 hours followed by an air quench. The additional

annealing step was not observed to change the overall microstructure of the material or the

measured composition of the 2212 and 2201 phases even after anneals of 100 hours.

Intergranular critical current densities shown in Figure 8.11 were calculated from hysteresis

loop measurements at 5K, 10K, and 20K on a 3mm disc (field applied perpendicular to the

disc) cut from the same annealed sample shown in Figure 8.10. Jc values from the as-grown
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sample of Figure 8.10 were measured to be approximately half of the annealed sample. The

critical currents were assumed to be intergranular and the sample size of 3ram was used as

the critical dimension in the calculation of the current densities from equation 3.1. The

intergranular nature of the critical currents is supported by the fact that quartering of the discs

reduced the M-H loops by a factor of approximately 2. At 20K and higher, the critical

current densities were found to drop off quickly with field which is typical of the 2212

phase[87]. The strong field dependence above approximately 20K will limit applications of

the 2212 phase to low magnetic fields at liquid nitrogen temperatures unless effective flux-

pinning centers can be introduced into the material.

-I
As-Grown
T = 86.6Kc

_._ -2
,,¢

i

-3E
tD

-4

\
-5 Annealed 850°C -I

Tc =92.3K

-6 I J I i
40 50 60 70 80 90 100

. Temperature (K)

Figure 8.10 Transition temperatures of as-grown and annealed samples
of the composition Bi2Sr2.15Ca0.85Cu2Oy. Flux exclusion
was measured on warming in a 0.50e field.
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Figure 8.11 Calculated critical current densities from the annealed
sample shown in Figure 8.10.

8.3. Discussion

The use of an oxygen gradient to directionally solidify an incongruently melting oxide

from a pure melt does not appear to have been reported before in the literature. The

directional isothermal growth process is clearly an alternative method for melt-processing of

bulk 2212 superconductors. This technique has several advantages for melt processing of the

2212 superconductor. The temperatures used during the DIG process are generally lower

than those used during conventional solidification processes. It is also much easier to process

large samples by the DI G process. The size of the sample is, in principle, limited only by the

size of the furnace. Finally, melt processing in reduced oxygen partial pressures may offer

more control over the formation of Srl.xCaxCuO2 and other alkaline-earth cuprates that are
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reported to form from the melting of 2212 in air[53]. As shown in Chapter 7, no alkaline-

_ earth cuprates were observed to form during solidification in Ar. The temperature of 850°C

is clearly in the stability range of the 2212 phase in oxygen. Hence, there is a stronger

driving force to foma the 2212 phase as opposed to Srl.xCaxCuO2 which forms during the

:.,_:_J incongruent melting of the 2212 phase around 890°C. Examination of the results presented

in Chapter 5 shows that Srl-xCaxCuO2 does not form equilibria with 2212 at 850°C in 02 for

i any composition. With some minor adjustments, this process may be applied to the melt

processing of 2212 wires and tapes. This process is probably not suited for the 2223 phase

_ since the CaO separation problem would be even more severe than it is for the 22 i2 phase.

_ In spite of this problem, a similar approach for melt-processing of the 2223 phase in Ar has

been reported[88]. However, the effect of the oxygen gradient on the microstructure and

phase assemblages was not investigated.

Although all aspects of the DIG process have not been worked out, the initial results are

quite promising as indicated by the high transition temperatures and inter granular nature of

the critical currents below 20K in high magnetic fields. One of the next steps to be

performed will be to grow bars of 2212 material by the DIG process for the purpose of

measuring transport critical currents at 77K. The initial goal is to obtain Jc's at 77K in self-

field of around 1000 A/cm 2. These values would be comparable to reported results on bulk

2212 conductors fabricated by the melt-casting technique[89]. Certainly the simplicity of

this process lends itself well for producing long lengths of directionally grown material.

The composition that yielded the best results in these initial studies was

Bi2Sr2.15Ca0.85Cu2Oy. Apparently, this composition is the least affected by the CaO

separation. It is hoped that with some minor compositional adjustments and improvements in

the melting process, the CaO separation and porosity problems will be minimized or

eliminated completely. One possibility for minimizing the CaO separation is to use a lower

temperature during melting. In Ar, the highest temperature at which crystalline phases exist,
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Itsi,,_ from C.>,5 is S20°C. Another possibility for controlling the CaO separation is the

_' Iltk_,n of a s-z_E amount of aluminum. As shown in Chapter 6, small amounts (.<_2at.%) of

_i_i, Al,,.'_ataminas-c_r. in the glassy material from the alumina crucibles used during processing

l_,_lled in gt_s that were free of CaO particles. The same compositions processed in

|_ll_6r_umcruc!bi_s using the same conditions resulted in glassy material with a significant

_ lt_._artt of C_.,2 _re_nt. Finally, the porosity problem may be alleviated by performing the

|l_|t_al part of _te melting step in a vacuum. Additional studies are planned to try these

lt_lutlons to the. C.:,9.Oand porosity problems.

7

8.4. Summary

. It is shov.- :mzz an oxygen gradient can be used to produce large-grained, textured bulk

_nus of the 2_- _2 superconductor from an oxygen-deficient pure melt held at a constant

_ ll_pcrature. --'he oxygen gradient is analogous to the temperature gradient used in

_'_,ventionat &---"_--ztSonalgrowth techniques. Material grown by the directional isothermal

_wth (DIG', --,--_-..... ess was found to have high transition temperatures in the range of 85K to

_0K and hig_ :-::Ier_anular critical current densities below 20K. At 20K and above, the
t

_l_ettsured Jc s _no,,ved a strong field dependence that is characteristic of the 2212

_.Uperconduc:-_- The composition of the 2212 phase was always found to be around

_|2.18Srl.56C_: "-_Cul.02Oy Samples produced in this manner were not single phase due to

:_llae(]aO seFa__--_:.,_nthat occurs on melting. However, improvements in the material and

:_'_Uperconduc_g p:'operties are expected when problems associated with CaO separation and

_-l_ot_;ityin th,: .-_._: are minimized or eliminated. The relatively simplistic nature of the DIG

;_mCess can be e_ql.v scaled to produce large rigid conductors suitable for applications such

' '_ lalrrent lea,.-_..

.

¢

J
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9. CONCLUSIONS

Practical and efficient applications of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy(2212) superconductor will

ultimatelyneed a sufficient amount of information on both the phase equilibria, in particular

solidsolution region, and the reaction kinetics associated with the formation of 2212 and

othercompeting phases. Ideally, the goal is to produce single phase material (requiring phase

equilibriadata) with good superconducting properties (requiring information on the kinetics).

In reality, it is often found that improvements in either one of these properties generally

occursat the expense of the other. Hence, compromises have to be made to produce a

materialsuitable for its intended application. The results presented in this thesis represent a

balanced approach to addressing each of these areas. While these studies are not

comprehensive, they do represent a significant contribution to the scientific community on

thematerials properties of the 2212 superconductor. Chapter 5 represents the most accurate

compositional measurements to date of the 2212 solid solution region. Chapters 6 and 7

providea good insight into the formation process of the 2212 phase and the effects of oxygen

partial pressure on the reaction kinetics. Chapter 8 represents an application of the

informationgained in these earlier chapters to produce bulk 2212 material that is suitable for

high-current,low-field applications at 77K.

The 2212 phase was found to exhibit a wide range of solid solution. However,

compositional measurements in the TEM were necessary in order to separate intergrowth and

solid solubility effects. Most of the solid solubility exhibited by this phase exists between Sr

and Ca. A smaller amount exists between Bi and (Sr+Ca). The solid solution region was

found to be quite stable and only shrinks slightly with increasing temperatures in an oxygen

environment. It was found that Ca and Bi rich 2212 compositions in the solid solution region

had the lowest melting points. At the reduced oxygen partial pressure of 0.1%, a significant
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portion of the Ca-rich solid solution region was found to be unstable. This instability appears

to be related to the specific reactions by which the 2212 phase decomposes in inert or

reducing atmospheres.

By eliminating the effects of intergrowths in the compositional measurements, it was

determined that Cu does not significantly contribute to the solid solution nature of the 2212

phase. The measured Cu content of the 2212 phase was always found to be close to the ideal

stoichiometric molar ratio of 2. It was also found that the Bi content of the 2212 phase never

drops below the stoichiometric molar ratio of 2. Based on these results, two substitution

schemes can be evolved. The first is a simple interchange between Sr and Ca. The second is

: _ slightly more involved. It appears that Bi can substitute for Sr or Ca. However, it appears to

be unfavorable for the reverse substitution to occur. No correlation was found between the

length of the c-axis and the transition temperature. Rather, Tc was found to be proportional

to the Sr+Ca content as shown in Table 5.11. It should be noted, however, that considerably

more work needs to be done in order to ascertain the exact relationships between cation

composition, oxygen partial pressure, and transition temperature.
!

,iA

The 2212 phase was found with a total of 12 separate secondary phases in this work.

• Compositional measurements of these secondary phases revealed most of these to be solid

_ii solutions. Hence, variations in the overall cation stoichiometry and the oxygen partial

pressure were accommodated by changes in (1) the amount, types, and composition of any
i

secondary phases which may be present, (2) the number of intergrowths within the 22.12:Ji

phase (apparent composition), and (3) the solid solution composition of the 2212 phase

(actual composition). It appears that the ideal 2212 composition lies on or just outside of the

solid solution region which may explain the difficulties in obtaining single phase material

0 starting with this composition. The small solubility limit of Cu in the 2212 phase makes

• local fluctuations in stoichiometry on a microscopic scale more likely to lead to the formation

of secondary phases for overall compositions on the boundary of the solid solution region as
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opposed to compositions within the solid solution region. Hence, compromises may have to

be made on the choice of an overall composition to use in order to prepare single-phase

material with the highest possible To.
+

The study of the crystallization process found the oxygen deficiency in the splat-

quenched glasses to play a major role in determining phase formation from the glassy state.

The crystallization of 2212 glass occurs in two steps. The first crystallization event results in

the formation of 2201 and Cu20. The second crystallization event converts the remaining

glassy material into Bi2Sr3.xCaxOy (23x), SrO, and CaO. The 23x phase is unstable in

oxygen for compositions around the 2212 stoichiometry and converts to other phases upon

annealing below 700"C. Rapid heating of the glass above 700"C results in the melting of the

23x phase. The 2212 phase was found to evolve from the 2201 nuclei that formed during the

initial crystallization event. The formation of 2212 below 800*C was found to be kinetically

limited by diffusion. In contrast, most of the glassy material could be converted to the 2212

phase after only one minute of annealing at 800"C or above. Extended anneals at these

higher temperatures were needed, however, in order for the system to reach its equilibrium

state as shown by compositional measurements on individual grains and changes in the

secondary phases present.

The solidification processes for the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy (2212) and Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CuOy

(2201) compositions were determined as a function of oxygen partial pressure. In either case,

the superconducting phases were not observed to form during solidification in an inert

atmosphere. Solidification in argon resulted in divorced eutectic structures (oxygen-deficient

!!!!! phases) consisting of Bi2Sr3_xCaxOy (23x) and CuO/Cu20 or Bi2Sr2.xCaxOy (22x) and

_ CuO/Cu20 for the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy and Bi2Srl.75Ca0.25CuOy compositions respectively.

Solidification of the 2212 composition in all partial pressures of oxygen resulted in

multiphase samples consisting of 2212, 2201, some alkaline-earth cuprates, and the divorced

eutectic structures. The rather rapid solidification rate of 10"C/min and the preferential
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• _:_ removalof material by the separation of CaO and initial crystallization of the alkaline-earth

"_ cuprates made it impossible to form a single-phase 2212 material. The rapid solidification

rate of 10°C/m in also did not allow the samples to equilibrate with the over pressure of

oxygen resulting in the presence of oxygen deficient phases for all oxygen partial pressures

'_ usedin this work. However, it was found that increasing the oxygen partial pressure during

!_ solidification resulted in the formation of more 2212/2212 at the expense of the oxygen

_i deficient phases.

_;_ The lowering of the solidus and the presence of the divorced eutectic structures can be

,_'. explained by the oxygen deficiencies present in the melt regardless of the over-pressure of

._ oxygen. It also suggests the presence of an eutectic in a metal-oxygen phase diagram
i

;;_3 between the congruently melting 23x and 22x phases and the incongruently melting 2201 and

"_ 2212 phases. The presence of the eutectic would explain the two-step crystallization process

that occurs for nominal 2212 glasses as discussed in Chapter 6. Apparently, the oxygen

deficiency of the splat-quenched glasses puts the overall composition near this eutectic

resulting in the presence of both 23x and 2201 in the initial crystallization products. Finally,

the formation process of the 2212 phase during solidification from the melt appears to

proceed from the nucleation of the 2201 phase with subsequent growth of the 2212 phase

from these nucleation sites. This formation route is in good agreement with 2212 formation

mechanism determined in the crystallization studies of Chapter 6.

Chapter 8 is one application of the basic information gained in the studies of Chapters 5-

7. Using information on the effects of low oxyger partial pressures, it was shown that an

oxygen gradient can be used to produce large-grained, textured bulk forms of the 2212

superconductor from an oxygen-deficient, pure melt held at a constant temperature. The

oxygen gradient is analogous to the temperature gradient used in conventional directional

growth techniques. Material grown by the directional isothermal growth (DIG) process was

found to have high transition temperatures in the range of 85K to 90K and high intergranular
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_

current densities below 20K. At 20K and above, the measured Jc's showed a strong

dependence that is characteristic of the 2212 superconductor. The composition of the

_ ',12 phase was always found to be around Bi2.18Srl.56Ca0.24Cul.02Oy Samples produced

in this manner were not single phase due to the CaO separation that occurs on melting.

! "However, improvements in the material and superconducting properties are expected when

:problems associated with CaO separation and porosity in the melt are minimized or

eliminated. The relatively simplistic nature of the DIG process can be easily scaled up to

produce large rigid conductors suitable for low-field applications at 77K such as current

leads.
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